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PERSONS U K OWN
This pamphlet was written by a small number of people from PERSONS
UNKNOWN, the support group for the five anarchists arrested in May/
July last year, originally on charges of conspiracy to cause explos-
ions. lt traces the development of the case from the sensational
reporting of the initial arrests through the police/media build—up
of an international “terrorist” conspiracy to their subsequent drop-
ping of the major charges while at the same time attempting to crim-
inalise the political aspects of the case.
We have tried to communicate the effects that the case has had, not
only on the defendants - their experiences of arrest, interrogation,
imprisonment and endless court hearings - hut also on their friends
anc supporters,;many of whom have heen the objects of severe police
harrassment. it is for this reason that we have chosen to write the
pamphlet in the form of personal narratives - with events described
as far as possible in the words of those who etperienced them — sup-
porters and.defendants.
We have also attempted to interpret these events in a.wider political
contest. We know that what has happened to us is not unique. TMuch
of what we have experienced over the past year are everyday occurence;
for blacks, Irish people and many others. But there is a reluctance
amongst the British Left to acknowledge many of the teatures of the
State under which wt ital ~ or at least to coniront and resist its

_

i
I-I

-'1'II-?"l"'@'|m"'fil7i_Elli!‘growing regressive machinery. We hope that the descriptions of events
containod.in the pamphlet, and the conclisions we have drawn, will
contribute to a grea*a; awareness of what the State is op to and a
greater willingness to fight hack.
The trial will hogin at the Sid Hailev on September 17th. We hope that
what so have writter wiil also go someway towards building further
support and SO11dflTit} tor oar comrades at that time. *

loth. August 1979



 

‘ - THE QUEEN

against

TREVOR.DAWTON

IR-IS MILLS .

VINCE STEVENSON

DAFYDD LADD

RONAN BENNETT

STEWaRT CARR

THE CHARGES

CONSPIRACY TO ROB '

solicitor
barrister
solicitor
barrister
solicitor
barrister
solicitor
barrister
Defending self (legal advice

Brian Raymond
Helena Kennedy
Gareth Pearce
Jeff Robertson
James Saunders
1Mike Mansfield
.]ohn Dundon
Stephen Sully'

from Gareth Pearce)

Has dissociated himself from
the other defendants

Stewart Carr, Trevor Dawton, Iris Mills, Vince Stevenson,
Dafydd Ladd and Ronan Bennett on the days between lst. Jan-
uary 1978 and 24th. May 1978 conspired together with Graham
Rua, Michelle Poree and with other persons unknown to rob
people in London and elsewhere of cash and firearms.

Posssssmo EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCE
Iris Mills and Ronan Bennett on 24th. May knowingly had in

-their possession and explosive substance, namely sodium
chlorate of the non-fire depressed type, under such circum-
stances as to give rise to a reasonable suspicion that it
‘was not in their possession for a lawful object.

POSSESSING FIREARFIS WITHOUT FIRITARMS CERTIFICATE H»"\.\.-I11-
SIOEQ II-fi§DS

Trevor Dawton and Vince Stevenson possessed and dishonestly
received: Supermatic .22 tournament pistol, a Webley .22
pistol, a Browning 7.65.m. pistol, 2 arminius .22 pistols
and.a Smith and Wesson .44 magnum pistol {also possessed a
IMeyer revolver without the authority of the Defence council)

Iris Mills, Ronan Bennett, Dafydd Ladd possessed and dis-
honestly received: .22 S.a. target rifle

HANDLING STOLEN GOODS

Iris Mills and Ronan Bennett dishonestly rtccitedl a .12
Webley air pistol; a black attache case.
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The following pages are an attempt to show how the State is usine
ithe Persons Unknown case as an.eXemplar to define its security tactics-
he believe that the State's tactics are indicative of what will be itss
response-in'future trials of the left and the organisrd working ciassc_
As in the trials of Irish men and women, the State is Yogitinising the
use of criminal procedure to attack political activists.



Despite the fact that the case against the anarchists is ostensibly t
a CI‘1J'l11_IlEl.1 prosecution, the conduct of the police, from a judicial and
political point of view has revealed the case as an attempt by the State
to conduct aimagorpolitical offensive on theimost insubstantial grounds.
The difference etween a criminal trial and a.pol1tical one is impor-
tant, though it might often have less to do with the defendants than
with the dictates of the prosecuting authorities. Liberal bourgeois
democracy prides itself on the fact that it does H0t have either Fpol-
itical' laws or ‘political’ trials and.it therefore cannot have ‘polit-
ical' prisoners. Yet the way the case has been handled, from arrest and
court appearances to treatment in prison, it is obvious that these people
have been charged not because they:may have necessarily broken the law
but because they are anarchists and are opposed to the ruling ideology.

In political trails, the real spade work of ‘justice’ is done outside
the courtroom.and therefore never answers to the test of law. The_
State is unable to admit that contradictions exist in society that are
antagonistic to the established order - if it did so, it would be admit-
ting the resolution by revolutionary means. Instead, it extends and
draws out the whole procedure of criminal law, its prosecution and in-
vestigation and.brings interplay new agencies and forces. Throughout the
development of the Persons Unknown case, the prosecuting authorities,
the Home Office and other state agencies have acted in.such a way that
point to the fact that there is a qualitative difference in the adminis-
tration of the law when politically active defendants are involved.
The vetting of the jury is a perfect example of this. The state moves
against any serious opposition in such a way as to encircle, isolate it
and.final1y destroy it; two major aspects of this process are propaganda
and fear.

By constructing an international terrorist conspiracy from this small
and.insubstantial case the State creates a false sense of danger. The t
press helps to focus latent feelings of frustration amongst the population
not on the continuing econonic: crisis but on small groups‘ of armed con-
spirators or recalcitrant groups of rank and file workers. The descrip-
tion of these left conspiracies is opposed to reality - the reality is the
political, military and.financial unification of Western Europe since the
Second World War - it is here one finds a conspiracy of armed gangs who
represent the capitalist nation states of Europe.

These gangs,in order to consolidate their capital and unify themselves,
are attempting to perfect an ‘anti-terrorist‘ ideology in order to liqu-
date any opposition and.justify their increasingly repressive measures.
New laws are created, new agencies established - Britain signed.the Europ-
ean Convention of Terrorism.and passed the Suppression of Terrorism.Act.
Unable to concede that the deepening recession is inherent in the capital-
ist system, the State chooses to direct its attacks on those whose ideas
threaten its very nature. The case of Persons Unknown is a clear illustra-
tion of this. t
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UP AINST THE LkW~
The legal case 8: the courts

.as anarchists we often dismiss the law, claiming that it has nothing
to do with us. But our comrades‘ arrests, and the subsequent use of
the law to criminalize our politics soon reminded us that in our struggle
with the State we cannot always choose our battle ground.

Iris and Ronan first appeared at HaryleboneIMagistrates Court on 27th
lnay 1978. It was a low key occasion compared to the press publicity of
the previous couple of days. They were charged that "they conspired.with
persons unknown to cause by explosive substance, explosions within the
United Kingdom of a nature likely to endanger life or cause serious in-
jury to property.“ Bail was opposed and they were remanded to Brixton.
DET.SUPT. PETER BRADBURY of the Anti Terrorist Squad told the court that
the case would have to referred to the Attorney General and (for the first
of many times over the nest sir months) that it would be at least two
months until Committal proceedings. The pair were handcuffed - Ronan
protested about it to no avail.c But security arrangements were light
compared with what was to follow. ‘

.atIHarylebone on June Sth. Iris, Ronan and Taff appeared in the dock,
handcuffed to and surrounded by plainclothes men. ATS officers and
Special Branch mined with the public and press. For the first time
Bradbury outlined the substance of the police allegations - the three
belonged to a London based group of “idealistic persons who believe that
they should take positire steps to overthrow society" Their arrests
had “nipped in the bud" plans to do this by causing explosions. Iris and
Ronan had "chemicals and wiring" in their flat. Opposing bail for Taff
sradbury claimed that "all these defendants would commit other offences"
if bailed, "only three members of their group are in court and there are
others at large with whom they would associate". It would be alleged
that Taff had "associated with others". His finger prints had been
found in Iris‘ and Ronan's flat. He also claimed that Taff would ab-
scond, indeed had already made an "attempt to escape from custody".

11'Evidence will be of conspiracy with others to cause dangerous
explosions. There is evidence of association. There is some doc-
umentary evidence. I would prefer not to disclose it at this stage."
he claimed that a statement Taff had made had established "a prima
ficie“ case against him.

Twff's solicitor offered two sureties of £1,000 and.said Taff was
prepared to live with relatives in Bristol, surrender his passport and
report daily to the police. The application was turned down.on the
basis of Bradbury's claims. Ronan again protested at being handcuffed.
iris said, “I want to protest about being held in solitary confinement
1n srirton“. They were both ignored. Bradbury asked for them to be
remanded to LAMBETHIMagistrates Court for security reasons - the
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journey between prison and court was shorter. As they were taken from
the court amid scuffles Taff protested about the security and the remand
to Lambeth:

-I.__ -

"This is to create a state of paranoia and give the impression
we ‘are dangerous".-

Outside he was pushed down a flight of stairs — the officers for-
getting that he was hand-cuffed to one of them!

A pattern had been set which was to persist at remand hearings for
the first three or four months. Everything was overshadowed and just-
ified by the police claims to have found a "bomb factory", broken up an
Angry Brigade/Red Brigades style "terror gang"/"anarchist cell", which
planned to overthrow "society"/"authority". The reticence about actual
evidence as opposed to wide claims, and the lies about matters of fact,
(the "chemicals" which turned out to be flour, sugar and weedkiller,
the "prima facie" statement which did not exist) - all were to become
familiar both to. us and — eventually — even the judiciary, though not
before the defendants had spent months in prison because of them. B

"A What was not so apparent under the spectacular theatrics of the ATS
was the mechanism of bail applications, which was exploited to kee. . s Pthem 1n prison, even once the insubstantial basis of the case had be-
cone apparent. A r

p Under the 1976 Bail Act there are only four valid reasons for refuc-
ing bail: - that the defendant will abscond, interfere with witnesses,
commit further offences or that its "necessary for their own protection".
But in accepting these reasons the court may "consider" a whole range
of other factors including "general background", "associations" and
"co'amn1ity ties". As we were to see this allows fullwei ht to the8prejudice, class bias and deference to police claims‘ that the bail act

s supposed to remove as "reasons" for pre—trial remand - provided they
are merely "considered" in relation to the four acceptable reasons.
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-H811 the evidence behind the two reasons invoked on this occasion been

tested it would have been obvious what the "reason" for refusing bail
reail.y was. The first three of the "valid reasons" were to be icon-
sistently manipulated at remand hearings. Ronan Bennett 1S still in
Br_i;ttom because of the real reasons. "

The other noticeable element in the basic pattern was the heavy
security (and brutality) employed. But none of us was anticipating
‘what the move to Lambeth meant in these terms.
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past — during thesangry Brigade trials and in importmt criminal cases;
It's the nearest court to Brixton pr-ison; a small detached building in
a quiet side street across the road from a large -police section house -
accommodation for police trainees. On 8th. June large numbers of police
were in evidence. The three arrived at high speed in a bullet—proof
prison carrier with an armed escort. Once locked in their cells they
were not allowed access to their solicitors except for Ha conversat1on .
through a small hole in the door in thepresence of police. Everyone
entering court was searched, the press were locked in the press box_
and no-one was allowed to leave the court until the pend of_the hearing.

The three were handcuffed to pol ice throughout the s hear1ng._ Ap—- _
plicati-ons to remove the .handcuffs., to allow private conIs)ul1__:3t115on wlth

' ' - ' * 1- ' ' t v 1 ce-

Lambeth "‘ourt has 136$"! used as a Sp€C1£-11 high security court an the

sollcltors and for ba1l Io... Iris were made. Maglstra _,e a 1 ‘y _ .
Jones could s-ee no reason why they shouldn't be handcuffed, given the .
serious -nature-of the charge and the backgroundito it. He claimed the ,
interference with consultation was none of his business.

|-I 1- I - - -It's dlfflcultfor me -to deal w1th th1s, 1t goes on outside the
court". Being told by a barrister, "I have experienced great dif-
ficulty in getting into this court" he replied, "that confirms the -
arrangements which have been made for -the security of the court are
being carried out". _

Opposing bail for Iris Bradbury said that in addition to the ~
conspiracy charge Ronan and Iris would be charged in connection with
the theft of arms. Two guns hadbeen found and they were searching.
for another eight. Ladd was ‘as. yet‘ unconnected with these charges.-
Having produced this week's sensational new revelations, he agreed
that in relation to previous weeks there had been no made up "e:a-:- .
plosive devices" in Iris and Ronan's flat, jut weedkiller which he ' ~
believedcould be used for making explosives and "other items". Asked
what these were he replied that he would "hesitste to expose them'_'l p,
This trick of producing fresh sensational revelations to overshadow
the demolition of previous ones was to be worked entirely successfully
in the opposition to bail for several months. s —

Another important factor in the prejudicing of decisions was the
heavy police presence in and around the court. The magistrate was told
that the three were part of a large group of idealists who -would en-
deavor to carry out the defendants‘ escape. Consistently magistrates
were to claim that the security arrangements, the restrictions mid late
on the beating were, if not necessary, at any rate-not under their juries
diction. In this way they steadily handed over control of the court
process to the police, the body prosecuting. The policeman who told
one of us several weeks later, "we ‘re in charge of this court" did not
exaggerate all that much.

Pryce-Jones accepted that Iris would abscond, ccmnit other offences,
interfere with witnesses and "impede enquiries in other ways". The
high security convoy returned to Brixton — the defendants managing to
wave to us.

Every week after that security grew tighter. On '_i5th June the court
was kept closed until 10 minutes before the hearing and an arbitrary r
rule was introduced refusing the right to stand, thus restricting the ' c
ntnnber of the public to the eight or so seats. Only a written applic-"—

*5
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ation from the journalists present to the magistrate secured the entry
of an "Irish Times" reporter once the door had been locked. Another
application to remove the defendants handcuffs was made. IMagistrate

lMaurice Guymer replied that it was "at the discretion of those re-
sponsible". Bradbury repeated his claim of associates at large and
that were there to be an attack on the court, the handcuffs would rm-A
pede escape. The magistrate_said he didn't wish to interfere since
that would-render the authorities "very vulnerable". He renewed
custody without hearing reasons, and.when it was suggested that he
should,he 1-eplied' (wrongly) that the nature of the charge was suf-
ficient. .As Taffls solicitor was attempting to speak the defendants _
were hustled out, cutting the proceedings short. .As they left one
called out that Iris should.be-moved out of solitary at Brixton.

On June Zlst. Stewart Carr was remanded.at Marylebone, also charged
‘with conspiring to cause explosions. .At Lambeth the next day there ~
were large numbers of.ATS and Special Branch inside the court, outside
in cars and in the section house across the street.

The defendants turned their backs on the court in protest at the
hflndfluffing and Iris‘ prison conditions. For some of us it was the -
first time we had come face to face. Opposing an application to re-k
imove the handcuffs-Bradbury said that inquiries might take another two
imonths, that further offences had.come to light and that it was quite
possible that "further charges would be made the following week". He A
said: "as a human being" he agreed with the arguments for removal of
handcuffs, but "as a policman" he could.not agree with anything thats
might lead to the death or injury of his officers. .He said that o s
enquiries had revealed an agreement by "the group" to arrange an escape
if anyone was captured. This didn't seem to satisfy the magistrate
who directed that the issue of the handcuffs should be referred to the
Comissioner of Police. _ - v r T .

The following week the handcuffs had been removed but instead there
“were seven officers in the dock with the four defendants. It now
transpired that it would be three or four weeks before further charges
"would be added - but there would probably be I.D. parades in connection
with robberies. On 6th. July the court wasn't opened until much later
than usual and the key to the press box had been lost. Vince had been
arrested two days earlier and Trevor was arrested the following day.
They both appeared at Marylebone on July 10th., when £10,000 bail for -
Trevor was turned down. Security there was relatively light, as it ~
had been previously. Some of us were followed from court, however,
something which became a regular occurrence.

On this occasion the carrier taking Vince and.Trovor to court had ‘
hit a mercedes with diplomatic plates. The journeys to and from court
had become a matter of great concern to the defendants. The carriers
and escort travelled at dangerously high speeds with orders to vary
the route and stop for nothing. Clearly the Traffic Division police
had been given the full "armed attack" story by the ATS. That Thurs-
day the carrier hit the gatepost on the way into court and trashed u
rparked.police motor cycle on the way out. When entering and leaving “
court officers with sub machine guns were stationed in the section
house recreation room windows across tho road. There were many more
police in evidence, including uniformed officers with hip holsters
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and guns. Going in we were all searched and.questioned.
The defendants were obviously keyed up to protest their Conditions

As their names were read out Taff corrected.the mispronunciation of
his name, Ronan waved at the magistrate and there were various shouts
and noises. .As the hearing began Ronan began stamping his feet. The
police moved in to physically1E§nrain him and provoked a violent struggle
1n the dock which spread in seconds as the others reacted to the efforts
to subdue them. They were finally dragged struggling to the cells,
Ronan shouting out, "we are your dissidents". Iris, under the
greatest strain at Brixton, was seen to be in tears. .After some
time they were brought back one at a time....meanwhile, the men
"were given a beating. They turned their backs on the court — Vince,
white faced.and with a swollen mouth shouted that the hearing was a
circus. Ronan again stamped.his feet. _After he'd been taken out the
police positioned themselves behind.the rest of the defendants.
Trevor addressed the court throughout his appearance. He began, "I
protest against the treatment of Iris Mills, being kept in virtual
solitary confinement. It is obviously an attempt by the State to
politically break her." He went on to say he was sick of the treat-
ment he was receiving, "I want to protest about the disgusting treat-
ment. I am.fed.up of being surrounded by this scum." He demanded to
see a doctor. We shouted back kn solidarity. Gathering outside to
see the carrier away it looked as if the defendants were waving until
we realised they were shouting that they had been.handcuffed behind
their backs. '

Security was heavier after this._ In addition, two other high sec-
urity cases were brought into court [one involving the attempted
kidnap of the Libyan ambassador). Bradbury attempted to-have the
defendants‘ shoes removed during the hearing and was only prevented.by
the refusal of the Lambeth Station Inspector (in charge of court sec-
urity) to have anything to do with it. Armed police were stationed on
the roof of the courthouse, there were sharp shooters with binoculars
on the roof of the section house and council offices in the street.

we were harrassed outside the court — searches, questioning and
identity checks were carried out. One of us was arrested and charged
‘with obstruction for protesting about this, and subsequently fined.£6O
Only five of us were allowed into the court. There were large numbers
of police in court and one" armed officer stood behind the. dock. The
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defendants were brought in separately, each held by two officers (many
wearing leather gloves in anticipation of violence). Violent struggles
ensued as they all turned their backs on the court and shouted demands
for Iris to be given association.in prison. fVince received particularly
heavy treatment. Bail applications were made and refused for'Taff and
Trev on the usual grounds. Bradbury revealed that there was evidence
of an explosion in the East End earlier in the year. Questioned, he
said that he would produce a witness "who had heard a bang". It was
said for Trevor that he would live with his parents, with whom he had
close ties. Ymagistrate Ralph Lowrie commented that they couldn't be
that close since he was on legal aid.

Iris shouted, "I want to protest about my friends being beaten up
by the terrorist squad last week." She was told this wasn't the place
to make a protest. She replied, "Where is?". yAfterwards people were
followed from court and attempts made to eavesdrop on conversations.

Qn 27th. July cars were prevented from parking in the street.
Police in paramilitary blue jerseys with hip holsters and T.D. (traffir
division] insignia were present. We were never able to establish
whether this was further security for the journeys to court (in which
case why were these officers stationed in the courtroom) or whether
this was a disguise zor a special squad like C.11.(Cri.minal Int?-lli38IlCfl)
Several Special Branch were present but there was a bit less physical
restraint of the defendants. They were allowed to sit on their own
with an officer behind. Further charges had finally been brought.
For Iris and Ronan d1shonestly handling an air pistol and a target
rifle and illegal pnssessior of the target rifle. For'Taff dishonestly
handling and possession of the same target rifle. For Trev and.Vince
dishonest handling and illegal possession of the guns and.ammunition
allegedly found in the ruin when Trev was arrested. For Stewart four
armed robberies of cash and two of guns. 13
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Applications for bail were made on behalf of vince and Trev in order
to try and.get more information from Bradbury. He promised further
charges, said that investigations would take another five or six weeks
and that Committals would not now be for at least three months. I.D.‘
parades would take place "within three weeks" at Paddington Green (H
of the Anti Terrorist Squad) in.apparent defiance of the Guidelines on
parades. tThese state that ID Parades should take place at the nearest
convenient police station or at the prison i” security is a consider-
ation. The long journey to Paddington Green -ccording to Bradbury the
most convenient station for the ATS) was presumably an "acceptable"
security risk. p
¢ Asked about the supposed explosions, Bradbury said that they were

"the ones they would have carried out", though he didn't know exactly
;Whflt they had in mind. HEIHUW described the substantive act as "tot
overthrow society by means of explosions and other:means." He claimed
that "there will be" evidence to link Vince with the scene of an ex-
plosion. Pressed for details it turned out that this was a "test
explosion" and.it was hoped that l.D. parades would identify a person
who had.apologised after to neighbours! .Asked.where, he was unable to
say: “I have 24 officers working on this case. Its impossible to keep
track of what's happening every day". He said one of his most serious
obiections to bail was that if Vince was freed he would attempt to
secure the release of the others.

"The Group", he claimed, had.been attempting to arm themselves so
that they could in the future disrupt public services — that is, attack
public buildings and prominent people. When asked for details he replled,
"Unfortunately.;..well, fortunately,...there have been no explosions."
Again, with details of the alleged robberies, he was unable to help.

.Around this 'ime the raids up-and down the country petered out. The
police clearly felt that they had established their case. Bradbury told
the court or 13th. July that an interim.report had gone to the Director
of Public 1 ~:»rutiwns (OPP). On 27th a DPP counsel was present.at the
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request of the defence to tell the court wh) it was taking so long to
proceed with Committals. fThe magistrate had mildly urged him to speed
things up.

So this account of the police case given by Bradbury marked the _
culmination of the "conspiracy theory" that had been developed by the
ATS and.exposed dramatically its shallow foundations. he heard rumours
that there was intense dissatisfaction on the prosecution side about
how much had been revealed by Bradbury, and a few weeks later he was
replaced by Det. Inspector John McClellan. Overall, however, the
police had been able to use the hearings as they wanted. Though the
basis of their conspiracy claims had been challenged, they were still
raggedly intact, and had been sufficient to ensure the refusal of bail,
so that the defendants wouldn"t "impede enquiries”, as Bradbury put it.

‘ The ATS had been able to successfully exploit the initial press interest
" ' - 4- ‘ r .- r‘ ' Fl‘ 4- our _ .:_ - ’din the case by feeding out sensational LiJlm9- hhcn the, had wtarte
the case they had been in a situation of little work in the face of
questions about the need for their existence. With the erruption of the
Middle East conflict in London thtcy no1~..' had l1fi.=l_"i_?‘ ‘.~Jt'}.=-.'l-=i illltl puhlic.;i,t'.y than
they know how to handle.

lt became clear the following week that not obi cthe prosecution had
been annoyed by the previous week‘: cross-oxavinntivn. Ho application
for bail had been made and an atteapr to put rcrther questions to the
police was turned down by tht mugi.tralc, Pry c-Johns: "the only issue
before me is the question of bail why should E giro you the oppor-
tunity to question any officer?“

Little further information was to come out until the defence was
able to present arguments that circumstances had altered sufficiently
to reconsider previous refusals of bail. So it didnlt become apparent
to us then that behind the scenes the management of the prosecution
case had been transferred to the DPP's office. Our attention was mostly
fixed on the intensification of security at court.

On August 3rd. there were fewer visible police outside the court
but many were wearing bullet proof vests and the road had.been closed.
Two Special Branch loitered at the end of the street pretending to be
council workmen and we were filmed.by other members of the Special
Branch. Press and public were let in one at a time at intervals to
be searched. Inside the six were allowed in the dock together but
eleven uniformed.police stood shoulder to shoulder in a semi-circle
between the dock.and.the public gallery, making it impossible to see
what was happening. In front of the gallery sat nine ATS officers.
_Afterwards supporters were made to stand 20 yards from where the carrier
emmergcd. _

On.August lOth. the two people accused of the hand grenade attack t
on the.lraqi ambassador appeared for the first time (one of them,
KhouloudfMoghrahi was in Brixton with lris). All cars entering the
street were stopped and.the drivers questionedi The Special Patrol
Group were present in force and pedestrians were kept out of the street.
Everyone then entering the road was questionedl One man of arab ap-
pearance was searched and questioned for a quarter of an hour and then
taken away by the SPG. ' 2 s c

The press were once again interested in Lambeth - not the people ~ 1
remanded there but the trcurity arrangements. Several published as 7 ?
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photographs as graphic illustrations of the "breakdown in ‘law and
order'" and the measures necessary to deal with the "international
terroristimenace".

The following week a large security exercise was mounted, with the
press interest in.mind, in conjunction with the "gun search” at Brlxton
prison — a device to justify the intensification of the regime there.
On the grounds that "the gun" might have been smuggled to court,
gun sniffer dogs were taken all over the building-— all part of "the
usual security procedure where high risk prisoners are involved"
(police spokesman in the Guardian, 18.8.78). The bags of people out-
side the court were searched.and "Traffic Division" police lined the
sides of the court.

On 24th August there was another carrier accident and two support-
ers were arrested and.threatened with.the PTA over an unpaid fine.
The following week, PahadflMihyi, accused of taking part in the Mayfair
El.Al attack a aeared at Lambeth. The street was totally blocked offPP
and people were searched by the SPG before being allowed to enter. Half
of us were turned away. Once inside court, people were searched.again.
Several journalists were also deliberately turned away and there were
empty places in the press box. The return journey to Brixton was made
1n two se arate armed convo s.ip Y. aunmneumuxesHIUUEUVER J'll5‘I\".'.E
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Hearings were by now totally under siege conditions — each weekly
ettenslon of securlt smeasures an exercise in the reparation of Lam-5 " Y P .
beth as a/maximum.security court for the future, the realistic needs
of security having long since been overtaken. Such mileage as could be
extracted from.the position of power this gave the police wastnot over-
looked. On September 15th. police searching James Saunders (Vince's
solicitor) read through the confidential defence notes in his brief-
case. .Asked to give a clear direction to the police about this blatant
abuse of privilege, the magistrate said, "the search is the duty of the
police and you shouldnlt bring confidential papers to court if you

F

object." Saunders Hft@TW3Td5 Saldi -
"For centuries it has been established.that the instructions of

a client to his or her solicitor are absolutely privileged. The
"magistrate today has sought to overule this position by affording
access, to the ve s uad of olice who are rosecutinv, to these
absolutely privileged papers....I see this as a clear example of
the use of a pretence of security to sabotage a defence case."

1 another legal precedent was set that week — this time in favour of
»hc defence. ID parades took place at Paddington Green. Defence law-
yers who‘d put a set of collectively agreed demands to the police con-
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cerning how they were to be held were granted access to the statements
made by the police witnesses. This enabled them to challenge the hold-
ing of many parades where the description clearly didnot match the
defendants. The police were reportedly behind this precedent in face
of DPP opposition - apparently being anxious to re-establish the status
of ID parade evidence after the doubts cast on it in recent years. The
result of the parades was negative from the prosecution point of view -
three of the defendants were picked out but none in connect ion with
the promised robberies. In court Ronan was beaten up before the hear-
ing for trying to kiss Iris. ----7
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With the failure of the ID parades and the collapse of the ATS
claims that actual robbery charges would be brought, bail applications
were renewed. 0.n 29th. September Vince and Trevor made applications
and the new prosecution tack was aired in opposing them. McClellan‘
made much of his "l,000 pages of evidence". "The Group" had conspired
to ctmnit explosions and a number of armed robberies -for cash and arms,
using false identitites and deposit accounts and safe houses, he claimed.
In the absence of any explosions or armed robberies the prosecution now
proposed to concentrate on the latter three items and the juggling of st
vast mass of evidence of "association" (against a background of political
beliefs). A tortuous example was provided in court. McClellan admitted
that the evidence against Vince was "difficult to describe". He went
to explain that Vince's fingerprints had been found on a newspaper -8 at
the location where the "test explosion" had occured. They were on a
copy of the Hackney Gazette and in this issue was an advert for a w‘or.T:<—
shop to hire. McClellan claimed that this workshop had been hired onde-r
a false none to provide a -location for a bmnb factory. In response its
questions it transpired that no bonbs or forensic evidence of any kinc.
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had beenbdiscovered at the workshop.. . .but the fingerprints were apparentl
"evidence" that Vince had been "associated" with the "setting up" of 1
"bcmb factory"(I)

Both Vince and Trevor offered 520,00) sureties and offers of acccmod—
ation with people prepared to stand guarantor for them. Vince was turned
down but to our delight Trevor was granted bail‘ on condition that he live
with his parents, observea nightly curfew (lO.(D - 6.00) and report daily
to the police. The deciding factor between the two of them was evidently
the respectability of Trevor's hone background. Vince, furious, shouted,
"Fucking class justice. If I was m the liberal party I'd be out now."
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I-b was dragged from the court and beaten up in the cells by several police
Further applicatims ran along similar lines and failed or succeeded

cn_a largely hit or-miss basis. The class bias became obvious, much
welght being attached to "comlunity ties“ (status in bourgeois terms),
"bac1(ground“ (conformity and lifestyle) , work records (regularity) and in
Ronan‘s case, natimiality "associations".

1.
- I

Iris was granted bail ‘tn 26th. October (two sureties of S5,CI)O, nightly
curfew and daily reporting). In opposition Det. Sgt. Wait claimed that
she would interfere with witnesses — citing in evidence that a witness
had received a threatening phone call fran a man with an Australian accent
- after she had been arrested. He admitted that the raid on which she and
Rmml had been arrested had been m a warrant concerning neither ex-
plosives nor robberies but national insurance cards! He also revealed
the nature of the bonbmaking materials found - 2 small tins of house-
hold weedkiller, 2 bags of sugar and 15 bags of flour.

Two weeks later it enmerged that Vince's and Trevor's ‘conspiracy
to cause explosions‘ charges hadn't even been submitted for approval by
the Attorney General, Sam Silkin. And a week later (16th. November),
it was announced that he had refused his consent to proceed with the
charge against the other four. A replacement charge was announced —
conspiracy to rob - and in an attempt to save face, Iris and Roman
were charged with ‘possession of explosive substances‘ and 'dishonestly
hmdling a black imitation leather briefcase‘ 1'

The ATS‘s initial conspiracy theory was now thoroughly exploded.
It seemed.a massive victory - but it contained the seeds of the pros-
ecution‘s future strategy. Without the evidence to back so overtly
political a charge, the case was to be 'depoliticised‘, while at the
same time retaining the political beliefs of the defendants - the hard
core of the allegations against them - as an undefined.(and thus more
‘thre§tening7) presence behind the evidence of association - as the
factor that would turn "association" into "conspiracy". The big ad-
vantage of depoliticisation — of the reduction of the case to one of
"criminal activity", was the certainty that this would drastically
cut away potential support from a revolutionary left divided hopelessly
by the legal/illegal dead and.

r The State's use of conspiracy law in political cases has grown in-
creasingly sophisticated since its return during the sixties as a key
weapon in the amouly of legal attack. Its principal advantages are:
a) Its open-endedness. A conspiracy is merely an agreement between

two or more persms to do sanething illegal or something legal by
illegal means. This cm mom, or encunpass, anything.

b) The relaxatim of normal rules of evidence to allow evidence of _
lifestyle, belief,associations, etc. This enables almost anything
to be introdtced as background evidence, but principally evidence of

_ belief (books found at your house, for example).
Tht classic conspiracy trial involves a series of initial raids, isolation
‘of those arrested in prison, the gathering of low key information. Ten-
plcll is deliberately created, some ‘hard‘ evidence is produced and the
CO1‘? of the "evidence" agairlst those arrested becomes the proof that the

endmts know each other and are radical, set within a range of 1n-

*8  
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ferences and insinuations. Where this model has been tied to an actual
event - The Angry Brigade bobing or the IRA campaign - it has been en-
tirely successful. But the State has learned the hard way that for it
to be successful where such obvious public ‘background’ is lacking,
the political debate in court must be as far as possible eliminated.by
a process of criminalisation and legalism which must commence with the
basic charges. ODEHIMDTEI or polifical debate must be prevented in
court and so the case is left enmeshed.in.ambiguity and prejudice.

.After a couple of unsuccessful applications, Vince was granted bail
December llth. [£16,000 sureties, curfew and.daily reporting). Ronan,
however, has been consistently refused. On 23rd. November magistrate
R.K. Cook gave as his principal reason, "a lack of community ties,
that his recent work record was in casual labour, he had.no job to go
to and.would thus have to go on the dole (rather less expensive than
remand in prison, in fact).
Again, on lath. December: “from what I hear of this case the defendant
is the sort of person who would abscond“! An application to Judge in
Chambers offering increased sureties, a job and accommodation also
failed. It became clear that the refusal to grant him.bail was linked
to the ATS attitude to him in particular. An ATS sergeant told one of
the defence lawyers that they were determined to get Ronan and Taff
"at any cost".

Committals were finally set for December Zlst. — seven months after
the first arrests..After the dropping of the ‘conspiracy to cause ex-
plosions‘ charge there had been an almost_imperceptible loosening of
security. [Intermittently, however - on December 6th, an attempt was made
imade to strip search Iris before allowing her in. She refused) This
relaxation was more noticeable at Committals; the flak Jackets had gone.
the guns were once again out of sight, there were no restrictions on
entry or standing in the gallery, searching was perfunctory. The uni-
formed police on duty were overheard asking the ATS pointed questioned
about the dropped charges.
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Since the defence had opted for short Committals rather than a full
run through of the prosecution case, we just heard a speech by the DPP
representative, Barry McGirl. According to him the defendants were
"self-confessed anarchists":

"The pTOSECUti0H case is that they were members of a London based
gang whose objective was to bring abcut a radical change in society.
They needed cash for accoanodation and.fa1se identies and they needed
firearms . " .
He alleged that between "l5th. January 1977 and.5thiIMay 1978", "the

group" had conspired to rob a.number of supermarkets and.betting shops
in London and.a number of people who had advertised.guns for sale. He
claimed that lists of regional crime squad headquarters, Atomic Energy
Commission and Prisons Department offices had been found - these, he
alleged, were the ‘hit lists‘. He claimed.that cars had been hired and
Building Society accounts opened under false names and alleged it was in
connection with robberies. He claimed false documents had been found.
Evidence of association, including fingerprints, would be produced, he
said. The only direct evidence of.robberies was against Stewart Carr -
this consisted.of "substantial admissions", "amounting to a confession",
he‘d allegedly made. No details were given. Otherwise it was impos-
sible to say whether any other defendant had taken part in any specific
robberies.

The 800 (reduced from 1,000) pages of evidence and 380 exhibits
‘were on hand (throughout the hearing the police seemed to be having
difficulty producing the right one on cuel). Lists of witnesses to be
called and of exhibits were produced.and agreed. .As required, pro-
secution ID witnesses had to confirm their statements. These revealed
that various defendants had been picked out as having hired vehicles
and a lock-up garage and taken driving lessons using false names.
Ronan.was picked out as having apologised to neighbours after the so- -
called ‘test exp1osion‘.' The sir were remanded for trial. Bail was
renewed till then for those who already had it.
-l bail application was made on behalf of Taff. Opposing, McGirl
alleged that his "lack of close ties with his country" and connections
rwith West Germany made it likely he would abscond. For Taff, it was
-argued that the lack of close ties with Britain.and.West German con-
pections were natural since he‘d been brought up there - but that since
1;!‘[::, - .i , . ' p
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he d been deported fron there in 197» and banned from returning this
was irrelevant. A medical report was produced reccommending his release
on the grounds of his chronic eneteritis. McGirl brought up an "escape
attempt" he had made while in custody. This turned out to consist in
his having broken away fron police for a few steps when his enteritis
had made it necessary for him to be taken to the Royal Free Hospital
shortly after his arrest.

Bail was granted (sureties of £l7,(D0 and daily reporting) but since
one of his sureties was on holiday until 2nd. January he was returned
to Brixton until she could sign the necessary papers. (Iris was also I
taken to Brixton-for two hours after committals since one of her sure-
ties had forgotten to sigi). This was to be the last public appearance
of those still remanded to Brixton - future bail applications being
made to Judge in Chambers in their absence.

An intense struggle now began around Taff‘s bail. ' Sureties have to
be checked by the police to ensure they are who they say they are (and
that they have no criminal record, for instance) and can produce the
money. Giving the police - often the body prosecuting - responsibility
for vetting potential sureties is obviously wide open to abuses, part-
icularly in political tr-i;al's. This procedure was now deliberately
used to try and harrasss Taff‘s sureties into changing their minds. His
first surety, for £lO,(II) was told after much hassling on her part and
two visits from ATS officers who questioned her threateningly, that she
was not acceptable since she had previously stood £200 bail for someone
who had absconded. -

The second surety returned from holiday to be told initially that
she was acceptable. However, on January 7th. she and her husband had
four visits fron the ATS. They told her that they had no intmtion of
letting Taff out on bail - though asked for legal grounds they de-
clined to reply. Then they turned to her husbmd, telling him that
"Ladd and Bennett were the dmgerous ones" and were likely to jump bail.
If Taff were released he would continue his terrorist plans to bclnb,
and shoot innocent citizens. He was a bcnib throwing mcnsterwho should
be locked up for ever. When this tack did not agar to be working ,3 he
tried another, "Don!t you think its significant tboth the sureties
are wonaii’... .Why is your wife standing bail?.. .What is her relationship
to Ladd?.....Don‘t you have any control over your wife?" This continued
until the man was deeply disturbed. The ATS finally left saying that
she wasn' t an acceptable surety anyway. Though she continued to stand
by her decision to stand surety it was in the face of initial oppos-y
ition from her husband. . *

After several weeks a replacement was found for the first surety.
The police at once arranged to interview her at hone. She arranged to
have Taff ‘s solicitor present, _Abandoning their previous threats and
insinuations, they merely explained at length why Taff ought not to
be released. She too was told that she would not be approved. They
were told that it would be settled in court. On March lst. the only
objection they could produce was that she did not have "sufficient
knowledge of the defendant". Taff was released the same day, ten
weeks after he had been granted bail. _

Ronan remains inside. On March 23rd. recoder George Shindler refused
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bail. _McC1e11a:n,_in opposing, had wholly inadmissibly under normal rules
of evidence martioned that Ronan had a conviction for att ting to
@508-PB from Long Kesh. He didn't waste the court’s time wig: the fact
that this was Ronarfls only previous conviction, having been acquitted
of the charges m which he ad been held in Long Kesh, and that his
smtence had been a £10 fine suspended for two years! The mention of
Long Kesh hung over the rest of the hearing. An "attenpt to escape"
when first arrested last May was added. Under questioning McClellan

reedthat this had consisted in pulling away from officers holding
s arms, complaining that he was being hurt. The six officers around

him hadat cnce juuped on him.
_ Rcnan's barrister went through the other defendants‘ cases, showing
in each case that Rmm had a stronger case for bail. But the mention of
Northern Ireland had swept away all reasm. In each case Shindler asked
just me question:- Did the defendants have "Irish connections"?
Headless to say, they didn't. Finally he turned to McCle1lm1 and asked
if there was “mi Irish cmnection" to this case. McClellan replied that
he supposed you could call it that. Without further ado Shindler said,
"That is what worries me... I have looked at his antecedents. He was
brought up in Irelmrd. We have to be realistic about these things--
there are associatims and there are dmgers - we cannot have him dis- p
a[.peari.n,g over the water", whet? he refused bail. As Ronan's barrister
pointed out, the iwlication of his decisim is that any Irish person ‘
charged with an offmce in this country would be refused bail. It is
obvious that this is not a lcng step fron applying the ‘Emergency Stan-
&rdl.' developed in Northern Ireland to anyone with "connections", to
ratimalising the process by introducing similar energency legislation
hem, or by ntmding the criteria of ‘special cases‘ as is-being at-
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tempted in this case. State trials like this_one provide_oppO1‘U111iti'é§ _
to test the limits of existing legislaticn while acclimatising ‘public
opinion‘ to the ‘objective need‘ (the -emergency) deln-31191118 the extenslm
of State control through the courts.

Various trial dates September have been set (cuprherrtly :1(lm'e
the Old Bailey) and the indictment has been served. _ i5_I‘eW0
charges (most importantly in an attempt to give tangibility to the pros-‘ I

ecution claims of ‘associates at large‘, W0 11691165. GT<'1h3m Rug and
Michelle Poree, have been added into the conspiracy charge.) 5'§@W3T§
Carr's robbery charges were dropped (50 T"11¢h £91" the §‘~‘b5t§nt3‘-31,3 " t
missions‘) and a mysterious new charge added for all 51-X" ¢°115P11"F=1¢Y_ O
defraud people by robbing them". This, a brand new charge-_made possible

by the 1977 Criminal Law Act but never before used,_clearly %pl;1i<£)a1£ec. -
prosecution uncertainties about the strength of their case. B OTQ
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The prosecution brought an app1ication_for the j_ury_panel to be - L
vetted. This is as far as is known the first application for a Jury
to be vetted under the Guidelines issued by Attorney General Sam S1].l_(lI1-,
after the fi Official Secrets Trial. These admitted that the practice
had been used 25 times since August l97S. The guidelines lay down p 1-I-|i|
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three levels of vetting - Criminal Records Office (CRO) records, Special
Branch records and local C.I.D "criminal intelligence" records. This is
the first time all three levels are to be used. In addition it trans-
pired that discreet enquiries were to be permissible by local C.I.D.
among the associates of potential jurors.

Official reasons for jury vetting are to “safeguard the proper admin-
istration of justice" in cases of sufficient importance or seriousness
where jurors ‘may be susceptible to improper pressure on may, because
of extreme political beliefs, be biased against either the prosecution
of the defence."

This is obviously cclnplete rubbish. Packing the jury is the last -
desperate act of the State to railroad through a political conspiracy
trial. It clearly indicates the seriousness with which the prosecution
are pursuing that aim. The defendants were described in the application
as “self-styled AN-ARCHISTS" (Sic). Plans to "kidnap members of the _
Royal F'am.i_1y" and “Blow up nuclear power stations" were mentioned.

The application having been granted, it was then stated by the pro-
secution that the trial to be conducted was a ‘criminal one‘ - the
politics are not going to be emphasised (i.e. they are to be left
vaguely dominating the background)

_ For those of us who have seen the developnent of this case from the
start, the i.mplications of the legal fight that begins at the Old Bailey
in Septanber are clear: - If the State succeeds in this prosection, not
(Ill)! will our friends have been weighed off for long stretches, but the
State's task - the establishment of the all-purpose criteria "terrorist

iracy" as justification for abandming the pretense of bourgeois
-justice without having to pass draconian legislation through parliament,
will have been advanced a massive step. Thereafter when newspapers
deicribe lorry. drivers‘ pickets as terrorists bent on BIIHICTIY, it will
be a long way from being laughable. '

STOP PRESS....SI'0P PRESS....S'IUP PRESS

ll I .

On Thursday, 16th. August, Ronmi Bermett was granted bail
by an Old Bailey Judge on sureties of £20,(D0. After months
of Barristers trying, Ronan did his own application and suc-
ceeded. He pointed out to the Judge that the conditims at
Brixton were not cmducive to preparing one's own defence. .. .
to say the least! The Judge stated that he normally did not
grmltrbail on“cm1spiracy to rob" charges, but since all the
other defendants had bail he saw no reason to oppose it!

' Rmmrfls successful bail application does not alter anything
that has previously transpired, including the fact that he has
_smt"£i_fteen months on rmand in Brixton. Now he has less
t a month to work on his own defence before the trial be ins_ 8
on Septmber» 17th.
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THE
STATE SHO1 S ITSELF-*

Raids and Harrccssrnent
Within a week of Iris‘ and.Ronan's arrest we began to hear of

raids on anarchist households. The first, in East London, occurred
on 31 May. Police arrived at 6.00.a.mn and.the occupants were
questioned, but no-one was arrested or taken away. S, who lived next
door, was asked for proof of 1dent1ty - lllegal slnce she was not
being arrested — then taken to the local police station "to help with
enquiries". Her possessions were taken and.put into an unsealed bag
— again illegal — and she was put in a cell. During the two hours
she was held she was questioned closely about her association with
the defendants and other possible contacts in the anarchist movement,
including being asked to identify photographs. She was also asked
about her own political beliefs and activities. This was a pattern
of questioning that was to recur in most of the subsequent raids.

In the month that followed a total of about thirty raids were
carried out, mostly in North and.East London but a few in other
parts of the country — Swansea, Huddersfield.and Bristol. The tar-
gets ranged from.well—known anarchists to other left activists,
feminists and.even a worker for the.ABC campaign..A few of the early -
"raids were reported in Time Out on 16th. June:

"In one of the raids, in Highbury, police battered the door '
with a sledge-hammer without giving the occupants a chance to

.
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open it. Ironically, in attacking the door in this fasnlon, they
jamed it and it took them nearly a quarter of an hour to get in.
They removed three photo albums....C, whose home it was, told
Time Out, ‘after we got the door open they came runnin-g, in - and
that was af1er_they‘d been.5tandiag on the doorsttp ier about ten
minutes! Main]; they wanted us to identify people in the photo
albums but their search was very thorough — they oxen tuck up the
floorboards.‘

In another, in Finsbury Park, police showed the occupants an
imaginative chart they had drawn up of Anarchism in iritain,
detailing the different roles people had to play in the ‘group of
idea1ists' described in court by the police.

A third raid involved the questioning of a spanish anarchist
IIIIII

‘u

In this last raid the spanish comrade spent two hours relating his
war-time experiences in the french resistance against the german oc-
cupation! In another particularly zealous operation police charged
into a crowded gaming club and proceeded to have a punch-up with the
bouncers, who thought they were being attacked by criminals; its
former occupants, the Centre Iberico (headquarters of the spanish
libertarian movement in London) had left over two years ago!

In some raids houses were stripped.from.top to bottom, under the
pretence of looking for arms and explosives....in others police took
away literature, photographs, personal mail, address books and note-
books. On two occasions they also took typewriters. All the raids
took place in the early morning and.most were carried out by large
numbers of police in a series of different unmarked cars.

J and A, two members of the support group, were raided on the
morning of June 21st. This is J's account of what happened:

"The house was raided at 6.10. this morning. There were
20 - 25 Anti Terrorist Squad officers headed by D-I Stephenson,
two Special Branch officers and.two dogs. The police had a
warrant to search the house but it wasn't in anyone's name.
They were looking for materials ‘likely to be used in the making
of explosives‘.

They came in and asked who was living in the house; there were
only two of us, A and me. A was in bed. They woke her up, then
asked us basic questions like date and place of birth. I asked
to be present in the rooms they Searched in fact I was only there
for one room as I was taken upstairs. .A and I were separated for
about an hour. During this time the police, led by Stephenson,
asked me a lot of questions: ‘How long have you been an anarchist?
How long have you known.A? What do you think of her? Do you have
friends in oommo? Do you know Taff, Iris or Roman? What do you
think;of Taff? What do you think of violence? How do anarchists
persuade people to change society? What do you think of the .
charges? Were you surprised by the arrests? .Are you a political
anarchist or an active anarchist? Which of these would.you clas-
sify Taff as?! (they suggested.he was an ‘active’ anarchist),
‘How did you-get involved in the anarchist:movement? Do you know
what A;is up to?! [If I didn't, then I was a silly girl).

I —- 
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CHRONOLOGY OF RAIDS

31.5.78 ‘Two houses in Eastbondon. Dustbins and gardensearched. Occupants questioned about associates
and.shown.photographs. One woman taken to police
station for questioning.“Socialist Challenge" questioned
Swansea. Supporters of le questioned'a.6.78 6

6.6.78 Hornsey, London.'Two"peop' chist household raided and peopleddersf1eld..anar ciations.
7.6.78 Huquestioned.about asso . e_

8 - 15.6.78
Highbury, London. Door battered down with sledg
hammer. Ploarboards ripped.up. Photograph.albums
removed. Questions about photos and.association.don. Occupants shown chart ond.with.possesion
Finsbury Park , Lon

' ' archism. One person chargeBr1t1sh.an
of dope.
Hornsey, London. Spanish anarchist questioned about
his political activity, including part played in
french war-time resistance! .h use raided for third time.
Hackney, London. One ofull details not known.
Plus several others,

' B anch and
16.678 Swansea

I Rentish'Town, London. 20-30.KTS, Special r
Search warrant for explosives. Lit-'ter removed.21.6.78 6SPG plus dogs.

erature, address lists and.typewr1
Questions on association andpolitcal activity. One
woman.taken to Paddington Green for questioning

23.6.78 8ow, London. Raid on former address of ABC Campaignworker.
Hampstead, London. Raid on gaming Qlflb’ fgfmgrly
Centre Iberico. Punch-up"with.bouncers.

26.7.78 Bristol. Two raids, one on a barrister. In the secondpolice wearing flak jackets burst in with drawn guns.
German officer present.

6.lO.“8 fiottinghamt Large number of armed police - ATS 8local CID. Police entered with drawn guns. Two anarchist
sympathisers taken for questioning. Questions on assoc-
iation and attitude to armed revolutionary struggle.

8.1.79 Hastings. anarchist twice threatened with 5 yearsunder PTA for witholding information.



They questioned me about my place of birth, parents, work,
where I had lived, my income, what I had been involved in and
whether I had written anything for anarchist papers. They also
asked me if I was a ‘man—hater‘.

They looked through all my address books, photographs and
correspondence; they were interested in correspondence I had had
with someone in Japan. They asked me how well I knew Crispin
Aubrey because I had his phone number.

I continually asked about A but Stephenson said that she was
being taken to Paddington Green. They said they were arresting
her and that she was being taken in for questioning about ex-
plosions. They took her off in a police van.

angry and.demanded that they go. In the end I walked out of the
room.and went downstairs. From downstairs they took an Olivetti
typewriter. I asked a number of times for a receipt but Stephen
son said it wasn't common practice. In the end he said he would
type one out, which he did. When the police had left I could
find no trace of this --- _ I can only conclude that they
had.taken it with.them. They also took away a carrier bag of
literature and notes, mainly men's group stuff and.a list of
women in.AEM (Association of Radical Midwives).

The police finally left at about 8.45.a.m."
A.adds: V

"I asked to see the search warrant. Why had they come?
What were they looking for? One casually siad they were looking
for Germans. Another said guns. No German officers as far as
I could see. They said they were CID; no names were given apart
from.Stephenson, who seemed to be in charge....I engaged in
casual conversation with Stephenson: Why had the three people
been arrested? why all this fuss?...

Meanwhile the search was going on. J came downstairs saying
tdPme, ‘they say they've come for you‘. Stephenson became more
formal, took me out of the room and declared that I was arrested
and would be taken to Paddington Green. I asked what I was bein
arrested for, stated that arrest for questioning was illegal
and that I wouldn't answer any questions, wouldn't go to the
police station....Stephenson implied that I would be charged
later and I was taken to Paddington Green.

Four officers were present during the questioning, one
taking notes, Stephenson asking the questions. .At first I
refused to answer any questions until I was advised by a sol-
icitor; for three quarters of an hour I just sat there.
Stephenson said, ‘We've got ways of making you talk....'

. Eventually I answered a number of questions. I did not
make a statement. I did not sign anything."
The Anti Terrorist Squad (see Boa), the Special Branch and dogs

were a common feature of the raids. In some they were joined by
the Special Patrol Group and on at least two occasions by german
officers. On the Bristol raid and one which occurred later in Hot-
tingham police burst into the houses with drawn guns.

.After they had questioned me for about half an hour I got very
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Over the same period it became comon for friends, family and.as-
sociates of the defendants to find themselves followed to and from
support group meetings or remand hearings. Rising Free, a libertarian
bookshop in North London and a meeting place for local anarchists, was
watched consistently over a two-week period.

Typically this shadowing had all the ingrediants of a bad det-
tctire novel - trench coats, dodging round corners, leaping on and off
tube carriages. Looking back it seems quite a laugh, hut at the time
it was pretty unerving for those of us who experienced it - not
knowing whether or when they might next pounce. The events of ‘D-Day‘
— Vince's arrest on the way to a support group meeting on 4 July —
seemed to justify this fear and was perhaps the culminating point in
the build—up of paranoia. No—one knew who would be nest....

But once a pattern began to @111‘-?T8e from the raids and other
forms of harrassment, and as the prosecution evidence — or rather,
lack of it - became apparent from the weekly remand hearings, it
became clearer what the police were up to.

we concluded that from the point of view of the State these
exercises had three purposes:-
t To provide the specialist police squads with practice in the

type of field exercises that will clearly become more common,

* to intimidate actual and potential left-wing activists from
taking part in any activi y seen as threatening to the State.
In this case, more specifically to try and isolate the six
defendants both politically and personally from their friends
and supporters, so as to weaken their resistance and facilitate
their conviction. .

t to provide an opportunity for gathering low level information
-on political activities, contact networks and so on - remember
the chart on the Anarchist movement produced on one of the raids.
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‘ll ll‘. ANTI -'l'liltBOIl [ST SQUAD

The Anti—Terrorist Squad was developed from the Bomb Squad, which itself
was formed from the team set up to co-ordinate investigations into the angry
Brigade after the bombing of Robert Carr's house. After the trials this team
was'put on a permanent footing (strength 15) and.moved.from Barnet, Carr's
local police station, to Scotland.Yard. (Under pressure of the IRA campaign,
the need.to reorganise "C" (crime) department and the political prestige of
Anti—terrorist activity and ldeology in the EEC, the squad was reorganised and
expanded (strength in 1973 was 100 and in 1975, 500). ln.l976 it became the
Aatiilerrorist Branch.(C.l3), a separate branch within "C" Department, "to eme
phasise its responsibility for dealing with all terrorist activity" (Robert
'Mark). ‘But once the IRA campaign was over it had very little work. (Most of
1976-77 was spent in "an intensive period of internal training....to ensure
that sufficient officers were equipped to deal with terrorist offences.“ It's
strength.was dropped from 300 to 30, but this is not as dramatic as it sounds

'— many of the 300 were "on loan? from provincial forces for the IRA campaign
and merely returned to them — having been trained in Anti—Terrorist Branch
methods and "terrorist conspiracy" ideology. y

The ATS is part of the Metropolitan Police Force; hence it is only respos-
ihle for investigations in the London area. However, it is frequently called
in on outside cases and is in close contact with provincial forces, the RUG,
foreign anti—terrorist police and local bomb squads set up around particular '
cases (for example, Surrey 1974 after the Guildford Pub bombings). The Squad
also works in conjunction with the Special Branch (despite rivalry], the Special
Patrol Group and the complex of reorganised and coordinated detective squads,
for example C.ll (Criminal Intelligence) and C.7 (Technical Equipment Branch,
including explosives and forensic liaison officers and surveillance specialists)
It is often difficult to separate the ATS‘s essentially co—ordinative function
from that of these other branches and.groups.

The ATS is a prestige squad.(eacept in periods like l97o—77} and has been
the springboard to dramatic promotion for some of its officers. lt recruits
mainly from C.ll, Special Branch and the Robbery Squads. lt has been known
to be involved with other squads in.the use of Agents Provocateurs (e.g. the
Andy Ellesmere case with the Flying Squad in 1973, and a cas~ as late as 1977
idth.the Special Branch, quoted.by Brian Rose Smith), but sinre it normally he-
coes involved after events have taken place, it generally concentrates on the
alternative strategy of putting together "conspiracy" trials after arrests(i.e.
collecting information on those arrested and collating ‘damaging’ links). lt' ' ublicity, which it manipulates to some effect.' ' te in.lRA.cases is
‘is heavily reliant in this 0H‘p' d rate of success — the high.conv1ct1on raam.aign as to the ATS‘s efforts.' v sinceIt has had a mixe
as much.due to the hysteria generated by the c ‘p
However, it has refined the "political conspiracy" technique considerabl,
the unwieldy "Stoke Newingten 8" model. S .

' 1 as a testing area for methods and equip—' ' t conspiracy"
'Equally important 1s the ATS ro e" ressure group" on behalf of 'terror1s' d McNee the Squad has found

fment and its role as a. p
theory via. lecturing etc. In Robert Mark;and Davi

- — commissioners willing to allow the full development of this role. “Emergency
Planning" is another activity engaged in, via the preparation of publicity

ons for example the film "Time of Terror" which.gives a guide to spotting‘hemselves .;women often act as couriers....likeften visit pubs but"weap ,
terrorists , "young.. . . .1<eep to t . .

' derground...;may not work regularly....o . _-' sh." lt also develops security_to l1ve near the un
sdon't drink.excessive1y...;pay for goods 1n.ca_
itechniques and.exercises, as seen in."OperationD—Day".

oThe Squad has its own branch tie incorporating a bomb motif. lt is based t
at New Scotland Yard and.Paddington Green police saasion, site of the firstOth, Anniversary next May 22n;- You can wish them.a happy

'Angry Brigade Bomb (l
anniversary on 01-230 2717 (incident r



l~'-ol lr;1_-t.'i1".g ‘tin-.fc-‘s ,':t*r"e-.-_€-i. poli._"ie- :1=1‘tn~"1!'}.' bet..'.;_m1u less intycnse,
thourh lrnv-lr.:?:vel ha11‘.1.|ssmr-nt iI'tlIlTi.1ll.~c_I"f.i, especially £llT.)l_..lT1Ll the weekly
remand hezirings, Sete1‘a.l n1emh-;;- rs of the support group were arrested
on minor can rge=.-1 outside the court, including the following .incidcnt
described in a PU press statement:~

"After last. week's remand hearing (24 August), Janet S»
Annette, two members of the support group, were arrested and held
at Kennington Police Station. As the four people allowed into the
court were leaving, Janet was arrested by SPG officers and some-
what roughly taken to Kennington Police Station. Asking what was
going on, she was told "You know what's going on." and later "There's
a warrant for your arrest to do with assaulting an officer at Horse-
ferry Road.Magistrates Court." -(

Not until she got to the station was she asked for her name
and address, and by this time she was so annoyed that she refused
to give them andjpersisted until the desk sergeant said he'd had
enough and would charge her under the PTA unless she complied. At
this she gave her name and address and noticed a remarkable change
in the atmosphere. An officer addressed her in German and got a
blank look... . . . ..It became clear that they'd arrested the wrong
person!
1Meanwhile back at the court, the wrongful arrest had already been
established. Other support group members had tried to use the
public ‘phone box outside the court but were turned away by SPG
officers. One of them approached.Annette and asked her name. After
checking with his radio he said there was a warrant out for her
arrest....and.she was taken to Kennington Police Station.

She was strip-searched and her belongings removed.and.examined.
After scme delay she was told that her arrest might have to do
with an unpaid fine but that "there could very well be a warrant
under the PTA as you're a security risk
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Once the police had established that 11 was lnnette that they
wanted, Janet was released, the police eapressing their hope that
she understood how these "mistakes" occur. Annette was informed
that a solicitor had been to the station (though had not been
allowed to see her and that she "might" he released when they had
checked with the German Embassy; About an hour later the fine was
paid and she was re leased - the warrant under the P'F.\ was not ment-
ioned again."

As the press statement pointed out, this was a clear case of harrass-
ment of people simply for being involved in the support group. hespite
police claims not to know what was going on, it is clear that they did
have a warrant and the fine being several months old they would have
to have it sworn in specially. Ho attempt was made to serre it on
Annette at home — she was picked up outside a court hearing she was
evidently expected to attend. They knew roughly what she looked like -
it is to be assumed that Janet was picked up in error as she looks
not unlike her. Janet was threatened with detention under the PTA simpl:
for refusing to cooperate - and Annette was left for several hours in
a state of uncertainty as to whether or not she was to he held under
the PTA. This in itself highlights the repressive nature of this Act.
Annette was strip-searched - wholly unnecessary in the case or an unp ii
fine, her property was taken away from her and searched in her absen.e

his-i ‘~‘1.""'=;* il._‘h.-_ in lf"Tl"r.*l" 1‘f"‘Il10letl. iet .1 '~.'ls.'I’t iron: :1 1."n~.'f-r.-r -1 -
tie payment n* the oalstanding fine were enough to secure her 1 I
as if tie Pig end narer been mentioned at all. It is clear iT1t
this hai1assment'would never have occurred had'she not been 4 mew
l.1er of i‘c"I'st'-11.5 llnknowil -—" it is doubtful whether the unpaid Liza; 'u
have been so rigorously pursued at all?

And it was not just in London that supporters were harrassel
and.intimidated. The PTA was used as a threat against another comraqt
in Hastings, during a raid in January 1979. Police informed him tho?
they knew ‘for certain" that he knew some of the defendants and had
visited at least one of them in Briaton. hhen he denied this he was
threatened.with five rear: under the PTA for witholding information.

Both Liverpool and wanchester support groups had their Persons
"Unknownimail opened and one Liverpool supporter was stopped and searlhtt
by pla:'u- c'lotIn.s r:o-‘_i-."-1~ H.-i the street witliin minutes of tr1'jl i1-it :1 ‘o 1'
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radio reporter of his whereabouts - a further example of media/police
cooperation?
' One very significant — and frightening - factor to Ems-‘1‘8*~l‘ f1'0m
the continuing harrassment was the extremely close links that the
British.KTS have with their West German counterparts. This was first
brought home to us right at the beginning when some German comrades
were raided within sis hours of their address being found during a
raid in London. Failing to find one of them at home, police frcrn
the criminal department had turned up at her work-place and her job
is seriously threatened as a result. Then there was the presence of
German officers on two of the British raids. And in September 1978
a German woman had her mail confiscated in connection with charges
under the Terrorist Conspiracy Law following receipt of Persons
Unknown literature. The decision of the Hamburg court reads:

DECISION

ln the preliminary proceedings against: UNKNOHN
Because of the suspected violation of 129a StGB

p (Terrorist Conspiracy Law)
the judge at the Municipal Court, namburg, Dr. Lau, decides:
l. Confirmation that all letters and other mail addressed to

Frau P, poste restante, Post Olfice, Hamburg l3, have been
confiscated.by PP Hamburg 13.

3. Further, all letters to Frau P arriving at.Post Office,
Hamburg 15 are to he contiscateu until Z5.9.T8.

5. Frau P is to he informed oi" t‘-iis =i‘ecis1_on at the end of the
period of confiscation Leur urder'inLngl.

l. lhe Public lroscgetion Uffici is icthori ed to open the
cenfiscited letters.

iH;Hiiei

!‘r in inirv proceedings agiinst i‘ fl“? Prev“ stews good cause
to --:~'s]".~r_w"l tlwlt :1 litter in-aw. l'~e~eIe -5!. 2 . er vi ii in“ selit sho1tl-}",
t» irw" P at Few =est1nte, Yaeh" r. wlieh contains useful1-+ P"

iuitwimitiiei ahtan_ boni~:1ttacfl ; _ ..i"g?;wni an=l{J;rHain*, estmnIiall}'
attariw iirected dsainst the Trit*;h Fnine irev. lhl? jniormation
will in ;e1}"Lew;Tul itifrreliwulrirj j§"iI“wjlfl§b.

Seieral Barman risiters to tne ivtenalnts were stopped and questioned
while in hlitain. HF, en his way back tr fiermany, was detained at
Gatwich by eight police offiuers:-

"The details of my return ticket had been taken when i arrived
and l had the impression that the police were expecting me. I had
to undres. and was strip searched including the searching of my
anus. Everything I had with.me, including &.mHp of the town and
my cigarette papers, were held up to the light and etamined
tlio1‘ot1_-ghly.

Two police officers took my~passport and disappeared into another
room. When they returned I stepped towards them to receive it. .At

33
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that moment the two pigs, w-no stood sho..1l-dt-.. to s.1<.-LIlL1t‘*1 , Jarpa
apart to reveal a third officer who took my photograph.

They tried to question me about where I had stayei and what I
. t , .1 HF - -_ ".1 ~ 1 ‘- F," I‘. ~31 ihad done in London, but my plant was due to leave an? ta.., .1on

mmch.time In the end l was driven to the plane with hint lijnts
flashing, just catching it."
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By this time, harrassment of supporters had slackened off con-
siderably, but one later raid, in hottingham in October, perhaps
showed a lst ditch attempt to round.up a bit more evidence before
committals on December Zlst. y I

RS and MK were staying at R‘s parents house when they were
raided on 6th. October. i

"At about 6.00.a.m. about 30police, armed with shotguns,
hand guns and riot sticks surrounded the house. I

IMajor FS, awakened by the doorbell, answered the door to
several armed police wearing flak jackets and hip holsters.
Forced against the wall he was told that the police had war-
rants for the arrest of his son and his son's friend. Other
police immediately began to swamp the house. Six of them, with
guns drawn, burst into the room occupied by R and M. R, after
hearing scuffles and running feet on the landing, believed the
house to be under attack from intruders and drew a butcher's
knife from under the bed to protect himself and his friend. On
recognizing the intruders as police officers, he gave up the
knife and he and M were overpowered and hand-cuffed with their
arms behind their backs. Half naked they were dragged to a
waiting van and taken under arrest to Beeston police station.

R asked the police, "What would have happened if I'd slashed
out with the knife?‘ and.one of them.answered, ‘Oh, you'd be dead,
both of you.‘ I said, ‘but we haven't done anything wrong‘ and one
policeman said, ‘you know how it goes, son - it‘s perfectly legal
you know‘. I said to them, ‘until the last second I didn't know
you were police. I could have killed one of you thinking you were
attacking us‘. They replied, ‘it would have been good for public
outrage‘. I took.this to mean good police propaganda. I commented,
‘You'll be arresting kids and shoplifters with guns next‘, and one
of them said, ‘If I do a five day week I will carry a gun on three
of them.‘ .
R and M were questioned at 10.a.m, by Sittingbourne CID and the ATS.

Until this time both had been kept handcuffed and locked in separate
cells. Neither had been told of the reasons for their arrest. Quest-
ioned separately they were to1d.that they had.been arrested in connection
‘with a murder in Tonbridge Wells and the theft of firearms. .Asked byIR
‘what evidence they had to justify the issue of the warrant, Sittingbourne
CID replied, "Your name was mentioned". iM was told, "You're an.acquaint-
ance of a known anarchist called A who is cornmmicating with six anar-
chists awaiting trial in Brixton prison. ‘You'd be surprised how much we
know about you - a lot more than you think."

During both interviews no caution was given, though randcm notes
were taken. The questioning was mainly concerned with their opinion of
armed revolutionary struggle. It was suggested that all anarchists lean
towards violence, even though.soe profess non—violent change. Finally
both were told that no charges were contemplated - and were released at
4.50. that afternoon.

After their release M commented, "It is my opinion that R and I were
arrested because of our known anarchist sympathies. It is plainly ob-
vious to both of us that the warrant to search for firearms was merely

- 1. 4- _ I
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an excuse to gather further information on our personal associates, etc.
Why else should letters and addresses be confiscated and not returned?"

R added, "On the grounds of our names being mentioned and our knowing
a particular person our lives and the lives of my parents were put at
risk - so were the lives of the police!"

An outraged Ms. L.S. said after the raid: "they turned the place
upside down, but what can one do about it?" Maj or S, who joined the
army aged 14 and is still a serving soldier after 39 years, made no ‘
comment....
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THE EDIR
"THE PRESS, PROPERLY HANDLED, IS FUTENTIALLY GNL OF THL

GOVEHNMENT‘S STRONGEST WEAPONS"
army Land.Operations Manual

fMost of this pamphlet deals with the more obvious machinery of
State repression.— the police, the courts and the prisons. In this
section we deal with a more subtle, but equally powerful weapon.

Over the past decade there has been a changing relationship bet-
ween the State security services (police, army, etc.) and the media.
This change has been a consciously thought out one with a view to
effective media management - to change the informal contacts between,
say, police and individual journalists to a tightly controlled method
of passing ‘information’ for publication.

"The truth is that the police are trying to stop any exchange
of information between individual policemen and journalists except
through official channels, a move towards a flow of controlled
information only from the police to the press, and. . . t =1 move towards
....a police state."

(John Ponder, Evening Standard Reporter, after his
acquittal for dishonestly handling three police photographs and re~
fusing to reveal his police contact).
The reason for this move towards complete media management is thatlifii1 rnment

voluntary cooperation which has existed between the media ant gove
agencies in this country is no longer enough in the face of growing re-
sistance to the present ruling regime.

In May 1975 the Institute fa‘ the Stud of Conflict brought out a rfiport
entitled, "New Dimensions of Security in Europe" (which became the gui e-
lines for the NATO Security Council). They put it this way:

"In America and elsewhere there was a snare decline in the rev-
erence traditionallv awarded to authority whether in the form of
institutions or or political leaders."

They place this decline as beginning in 1968 and go on to state,
"ln this new prevailing climate, subversion f1ourished....

revolutionary ;gfn1n;nH1 in penal institutions (especially the United
States but also in Northern Ireland); the systematic discrediting of
penal process, and the fostering the notion that ordinary crimes com-
mitted for alleged political objectives turn the perpetrator when

tured into a ‘political prisoner‘, whose plight w1ll be ascribedcap . c
to victimisation by a corrupt government and so forth.... subversion
may be defined as a systematic attempt to undermine society."
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So the legitimate struggle of people to better their conditions becomes
‘subversion’ and.must be criminalized. ‘Terrorism’ is defined.as "an
extreme form of subversion."

It is important for the ruling regime to now justify counter-measures
(against the various forms of resistance springing up or continuing. The
Institute for "the Study of Conflict is worried enough about Britain to state

"The three countries in Western Europe that are most directly
threatened by political terrorism are the United Kingdom, Italy and
Spain.

Britain would become more vulnerable if a hostile base, in the
shape of a ‘Peoples Republic‘ in Ireland, should.emmerge on its door
step" - (memories of the black propaganda offa United Ireland becoming
a soviet satellite!)
The justification of counter—revolutionary measures is one of the

main aims of psychological warfare - and the best medium to disseminate
government black propaganda is the mass media.

"It is only necessary to stress once again that wars of sub-
version and.counter subversion are fought, in the last resort, in
the minds of the people...?(Kitson - full references are given at end)

"The solution can only be in mobilising public opinion against
every kind of terrorist in their own country" (Clutterbuck)

"Every kind of terrorist" being all those who resist in one form or
another as, for example, in West Germany the word "terrorist" includes
anti-nuclear demonstrators, squatters, and.those who say Baader-Meinhof
‘group’ and not ‘gang’. The ISC is a bit more specific:

"It is all the more important that theimajority of the population,
many of who are apolitical, should be made aware of activities in
their midst, not with the object of forming groups of vigilantes and
sponsoring witch-hunts, but for promoting a favourable climate of
opinion in which.the politically active moderates among them may work
to defeat extremist activities in trade unions, parliamentary assembl-
ies and other institutions."

....a clear indication to those who believe that they can change the
system.from.within that the counteremeasures used.against armed resist-
ance will also be used against them once ‘a favourable climate’ has been
created. The ruling regime can only establish such a ‘climate’ by planned
psychological warfare: The government "must promote its own cause....
by disseminating its view of the situation, and this involves a carefully
planned and coordinated campaign....psychologica1 operations" (Kitson).

"Has the case for counteremeasures been argued forcefully and
imaginatively enough?....It is the duty of those seeking to protect
the public....to seek to enlist the co—operation of the media person-
nel with a view to a fair representation of the need for counter
‘measures in the common interest" (ISC).
In "Law and.Order News“ Steve Chibnell gives three goals for the

government in dealing with the media:
1. To protect the public reputation and image of the control agency

(police, army, etc.)
2. To directly facilitate the work of the contro: agency in controlling



 

and apprehending deviants.
3. To promote the particular aims, ideologies and interest of the control

I-.1; EEIICY -1
‘ Efficient use of the media was always one of Robert Mark's concerns:

"police/public relations are not governed by the truth necessarily. They
are governed by the appearance of the truth." (in The Listener, 25.8.66)

L and as clear instructions to the media in I975,
“we expect them to believe us when we tell them the truth....There is
such a degree of confidence between Fleet Street and the Metropolitan
Police Force that you almost make a journalist uncomfortable if he dis-
believes you."

In 19?l Mark issued new guidelines giving certain officers;more
autonomy in their dealings with the press and radio. One of the
first ‘uses’ of the new policy was a press conference held.by
Bomb Squad chiefs after the Angry Brigade trial in which, among
other things, they told reporters that the defendants "were all
guilty".

The Institute for Conflict Studies realises that effective use of
the media is not as simple as it might first appear:

"Psychological warfare techniques always have to be chosen for
the intended audience. varguments about the imorality of violence
that will be readily accepted by the bulk of the British or West
German public may have no effect on the recruitment pools of terror-
ists operating in a Catholic ghetto like the.Ardoyne in Belfast
or the comunity of migrant workers in Frankfurt. .At this level
the authorities will need, for instance, to expose rivalries and
corruption in the terrorist leadership." -

They realise that where repression is greatest the feelings of the people
who are daily brutally repressed have to be played upon with more subtle
tactics than the normal crass propaganda, which we may laugh off without
thinking how they are working on us. , »

The ISC then goes on to suggest how it envisages this media manage-
ment being organised. _ S ' T

"....there should be a single authority;...which has the power to
impose an agreed strategy on all e agencies concerned....a national
task force....dedicated to research, investigation, and the co-ordin-
ation of counter measures....should be able to coopt specialists
such as psychologists, linguists, locksmiths, clergymen, politcal
analysts, media people, etc." _

J-

As mentioned earlier they consider Britain and occupied.Ire1and.as on a
near war footing; they are talking about implementing this strategy now,
as was done in West Germany during the Schleyer kidnapping. In.casetno-one
has yet cottoned on to who they are reccommending as the single authority
...."the army combines the range of skills and.the practical experience
of Northern Ireland....a new joint police/army ‘fire brigade’ is needed."
_ The British Army at the beginning of 1976 had over 40 press officers
ln.0CCUp16d Ireland, the Royal Ulster Constabulary 12 and the government
another 20 civil servants briefed to deal with the media. t

39



"When the British press prints an account of an incident as if
it were an established fact, and it is clear that the reporter him-
self was not on the spot, it is a 99% C@1"'E-flint‘? that it is the army's

' H 1 rt Cuardian reporter onversion that is being given".(Simon ogga , 1
Ireland)

.According to Chibnall, "Eamon McCann has documented cases in which
' '1' who they have mistaken for terrorists,soldiers have shot Irish civi ians

and shown that in these cases the army press office has invariably des-
cribed the victims as petrol bombers or gunmen". via?
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The army used the Daily Express to discredit a Sunday Times expose’
tment in Ireland by issuing a statementof sensory deprivation trea' ,

saying that the Sunday Times informant had been beaten up by the IRA.
' t'f+in the shooting offa Polish bornAnd the Daily Mirror helped.in jus 1 y g

freelance photographer by running an army ‘leak’ that the IRA had hired
communist gunmen .

This type of black propaganda has been developed and refined over
the Years. In 1963 a start was made to discredit protest movements.

T' 'ssued a ‘leaked’ story about a "take--In.October of that year The limes 1 " T .;
' of such.institutions as the Bank of England,‘over, on military lines, * - -

'Lloyd‘s, the Stock Exchange, Ministry of Defence, major communication
centres and even Scotland Yard itself.“I

' i ""' * ' ' ir" v ote ii1‘Tirnne inx Borrell and Cashinella, botn times reportt.s, ir
' * *‘ T‘ * “t rv broic the Home SecretaTY)Britain Today“ that after tar times s o ,
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_"I-the time, James Callaghan, called a secret meeting of newspaper
tors and proprietors.

"At this gathering in the Home Office he privately voiced his
fears that ‘something’ could well happen on the 28th. October....
At the same time, Sir John Waldron called a meeting at Scotland Yard

OI1

of senior Fleet Street editorial executives and spoke freely, but
privately, of his fears....It was essential, politically, that an
‘anti-demonstration feeling’ should be fired in the public imagin-
ation. It was felt necessary that public opinion should be against
the demonstration, with all its hidden threats....

The Special Branch then hatched up their own plot. They
decided to ‘leak’ their fears to the press and allow the situation
to snowball. Public antipathy would do the rest....It was a clear
case of the media being manipulated by the Special Branch...."
The State security forces are also interested in suppressing infonmation
acts of resistance, as in the early Angry Brigade bombings and more
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recently during the Schleyer kidnapping, which was a news blackout on a
European level.

"It is up to responsible liberal democratic governments to co-
operate, so far as they are able, to deny the terrorist the most
powerful of all contemporary propaganda weapons. . . .Western govern-
ments should seek the cooperation of the media in denying sensational
or exaggerated publicity to terrorists and in avoiding glamorisation
or condonation of their crimes"

(Paul Wilkinson in a load article in the Sunday Times
27.51, Th}"1-

"we should be able to rely on the public spirit of journalists
and TQV. people to stay away until the police say all is well again“

(Conservative MP, Rhodes Boyson)
Where reporters break the code of silence on events or criticism

against the State security Forces they are "frozen out", i.e., denied
access to information which is the lifeblood of any journalist. This
has now been instituionalised by the issue of press cards by the police
to "approved" journalists, and recognizing only those press cards as
valid.

Recent examples of media manipulation of resistance struggles include,
in addition to the Persons Unknown case, the arrest and deportation of
Astrid Proll, the IRA.bombings (especially the famous white car) and
the various stories fed to the press since the assassination of.Airey
Neave.

x
The way in which the ‘suppression of information‘ technique has

worked can be seen with the "law and Order" television series, which
"was an.extremely relevant criticism.of police, courts and prisons:

"The BBC yesterday refused to comment on its refusal to allow
the export of its controversial drama series, Law and 0rder....
Scotland Yard threatened to withdraw facilities for filming unless
it was allowed to veto the result....managing director of BBC tele-
vision said last week that there were:no plans to repeat the series
in Britain" p (Guardian, 25. 6. 79) '
.A.direct.resu1t of this series and other friction between journalists

and security forces has been the contract between te BBC and the Metro-
politan.Police Force, "Procedural.Arrangements with the Metropolitan
Police" (see Box). The ITV has now also concluded.such a contract. The
censorship previously rigidly adhered to.only for Irish T€SiSt3flCBIH6WS
has now, as planned, spread to the:mainland. C

we have tried.to show that the State has been giving a lot of thought
to psychological warfare and is beginning to implement these ideas both
in Britain and.on a European level. It is for us not to laugh at and
deride-the press, radio and.television, but to realise the cumulative
effect of years of manipulative news coverage both.on the population as
a whole and.on all of us as individuals....In what context have ygp used
the word, 'terrorist‘???

' With all this in mind it is easier to guess at the real facts behind
the press buildeup to the Persons Unknown arrests.
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"Bomb Material seized.in hunt for.Anarchists" (Daily Telegraph)
and. "Yard in Hunt for more Bombers" (Evening News)
were the headlines that caught my eye on May 25, 1978. On careful reading
of the articles it.seems as if the original author was the same but ,
that each individual reporter had chopped it around To make it look like
an independent, ‘well-informed‘ article. The reporters nad obviously
willingly accepted without a hint of question the "facts" as they were
fed to them.

"Bomb-making equipment was seized..." (Daily Telegraph)
"Associates of the conplo...are being watched by police around
the clock." (Evening News)

No question as to whether the "associates" had done anything illegal.
In a police story that says two people had been arrested for something,
the police can then with impunity declare that they are watching others
-— never niind the legality. It creates a nice atmosphere: world-wide
conspiracy, hordes of police watching hoardes of revolutionaries - we
are in the middle of a war, thank god for our protectors in blue. War
justifies all.

The neat day the buildeup continued:
"I knew girl at ‘bomb-flat‘ - Actress" (Daily Express)
"Actress in 'bomb+hedsit' shock" (Sun)

So it was a bomb factory...
"Couple held in anti—terror raid" (Daily Mail)
"Hunt for terror targets" (Dai1yIMirror)

So they are terrorists... '

Psychologically it must begin to have an effect; with the emotional
swords bomb and.terror being used.often, enough people will continue to
believe that something is up - there is an enemy <,a.nice coup by a
specialist police unit: the Anti-Terrorist Squad.

While the anarchist scene was running around trying to gather its
wits and to work out who is, or even who the pigs define as associates
of the two who seem to be the only guinea pigs so far in a police ex-
ercise of creating hysteria, the obliging media came out on May 27 with
even MDTE horror stories after appropriate draatic new flashes on the
radio and.teleyision the night before:

"Hunt for car full of bombs" (Sun)
"And.detectives were also searching for a bomb factory...
Police hunt for booby-trap car...Anti-Terrorist police were
last night scouring London for a car they believe could.ki1l...
It may be booby-trapped with a bomb...Police warned anyone
spotting it not to go near it and not to touch it."

"Bomb car hunt in London" (Daily Telegraph)
And so on...
Suitably impressed, worried about you and your dearests safety? Fear
not, Scotland Yard.knows all about it and has warned you; so follow their
instructions and.you will have a peaceful existence. The two inside
imust be a right nasty pair to have a car like that. Who needs a jury T
rwhen.we have the obliging media to objectively assess the facts that are
handed out by Scotland Yard? '

1 The objectivity of the:media becomes apparent when this bomb car
1s found "dumped": no bombs, no killing car, just an ordinary car. ),l
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The only news came in the Guardian (3.6) ~ a little paragraph entitled
"Wanted car found dumped".

1On June 5, 1978 I learn that there is a "Man on Bomb Plot charge
(Guardian) and."Terror Squad detain man in raid on flat" (Daily Tele-
graph). So another person is raided and held, the plot thickens and
the barage of press has created this plot. It is logical that the
Evening Standard reports the same:

"Arrests ‘foil blast plan'" *
Quotes from the court hearing referred to in the article can be found
elsewhere in this pamphlet, including the infamous "idealistic persons
who believe that they should take positive steps to overthrow society."

The papers the next day referred to the attacks by the police on the
three appearing in court with suitable state subjectivity:

"Bomb charge two dragged shouting from the dock" (Daily Telegraph)
"Anarchist plot court in uproar" (daily Express)
"Bomb case three dragged from dock" (Morning Star)

The constant linking of the emotional words bomb and.p1ot to the case

H7115 (S THE

FHEbvEiCK'

establishes an automatic comnection, so that if you hear the names mentioned
you will think."those are the bombers/plotters.

This trend continues. On June 9, 1 read:
"Bomb pair face more charges" (Guardian)
"Couple accused of plot face other charges" (Daily Telegraph)

c "Bomb charge man ‘an idea1ist'" (Islington Gazette)
Bombers/plotters/idealists — they're all the same if you ask me...

.A breath of slightly freshened air came with the Gnurdian on June 16:
"Handcuffs in dock" with "tight security...each defendant handcuffed
to a policeman..;Mr. Guymer, the magistrate, said it was at the
discretion of those responsible...fl reporter tiom the Irish Times
gained access only after other journalists had make a written
application to the magistrate."

But even then I realised that that was defensive; the (nardinn may have
reported on the various outrages but they never commented, let alone
criticized the actions of the police and the court.

Then, all goes quiet...the police have saved societ} presumably from
the destruction of civilisation as we know it ahen n little paragraph in
the Guardian on June 21 informs the public that a "Forth person was
chargoi with conspiracy to cause explosions." -

"Alleged terrorists get support"(Gunrdian) cohort my eye on June
28 and I began to wonder at the bui1d—up oi these woTf"‘ bombers/plotters
idealists/terrorists and.how the images have been plnhi d in my mind.
What do I connect with them? .An article reporting on r»w support tor
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these people is ignored by the use of thepword "terrorist", although it
seems a mere case of the reporter expressing sympathy but not real1s1ng
the effects of his words.

I
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ITALY 5 NEW 'RE-msrmcs
The Daily Mail on July 6 brings out the more obvious but at the

same time effective psychological warfare news:
"Yard Squad Hunt for Terror Gang" and begins "Four terrorists

thought to be planning attacks on establishment targets are being hunted
throughout Britain..."
.A lovely dramatic scene setting, but with what relevance has the story
suddenly appeared? r

"...but a possible connection.with the Baader Meinhoff gang has _
been investigated.“

Terrorist linked with terrorist... a European connection? Naturally...
It has become so serious that “Home Secretary Merlyn Rees is being

kept closely informed on the search which is receiving top priority."
So despite what is produced in court (infact very little) something must
be up because people at the top are kept "closely informed".

"The Yard has been in close liason with German and other authori-
ties..."

So this "international conspiracy" is being fought on an international
level and Western Democracy looks like it has been saved for another day.

On July 7, we read:
"Gun Haul Seized in London " (Evening Standard) with"an anarchist
group could be receiving assistance from terroristsin Ireland
and on the Continent." ‘
"Anarchist cell hit in Yard.Arms Raid" (Evening News]

After that, there is complete silence in the press with only the Anarchist
press, Time Out, Newsline and PN5 attempting the expose the militarisation
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of the state security court and the crumbling of the case. The majority
of the left press seemed to have swallowed the propaganda campaign
launced by the straight press and they kept a silence to match their
confus ion.

When the "Conspiracy to Cause Explosions" charge was dropped and
bail was granted, no one was interested in the sensational stupidities
of the police. A few papers did mention the crumbling of the case by
the failure of the much vaunted I.D. parades.

‘Obviously, frml the first arrests, the press acted as a vanguard in
r at' the rose-cution offensive and creating an atmosphere ofP °Pa8 1118 P - _ S

fear and paranoia. By impressing upm the public the dangerous and
violent nature of the people suspected, the press, directed by the
filice, tried to turn any anti-state‘ feelings the public might have

d into a feeling of fear for those people, those bombers/plotters/
ideal istslterroristslanarchists .

The "case" has been effectively planted in the minds of anyone who
ers with all of its sensational accounts, the collapse

rial?
reads the , ' ' _ _
of the case bem left out. Come September 17, what price a fair t
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The first I heard about it all was when I walked into work on
.May 26th. and a mate thrust the Daily Mail in front of me and said, i
"I see your mob have been nicked“. Ikm always getting my leg pulled _
about:my politics. However, this time I read the news with some
shock as I recognized Iris and.Ronan as fellow anarchists, though
I‘d.met them only a couple of times before. I couldn't believe it,
and.quickly phoned around.my friends to find out the truth; but every-
one was shocked like me. In fact the paper said they were searching
for more people — who, for godls sake? I didn't believe this until
Taff was nicked on 2nd- June. This was becoming really serious - I'd
seen Taff around quite a lot — people began to get a bit frightened
now. Where would it stop? -

There was only one way to protect ourselves and.that was to organ-
ise a defence group and publicise the situation to counter the hys-
terical crap in the papers.

Getting Persons Unknown off the Ground

Five or six of us who felt the same called.a private meeting. we
tried to overcome the atmosphere of paranoia being created, deciding
that we had.nething to ‘defendl, but rather that we would be a s ort
group, supporting each other, supporting the comrades arrested.ang
supporting our libertarian ideas and.activities which were being at-.
tacked. ewe resolved to go to the remand hearings at Lambeth Magistrates
Court to show our solidarity with Iris, Ronan and.Taff. fThis took some
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courage as we found the place crawling with armed pigs and.we were all
searched.

Faced with such State activity we felt very intimidated and were
afraid to meet (conspiracy?J, afraid to talk over the phone, and began
hiding or destroying our address hooks. This situation could only be
overcome by calling on more people to join us. After the statement
about "idealistic persons who would take positive steps to overthrow
society" the blatantly political nature of the affair became obvious
and support began to grow. as those arrested had "conspired with
persons unknown" that‘s what we decided to call ourselvesi For to be
honest, we were proud to be norking together, conspiring to make a
better"vrnlch

we hegan to fifififlfifliidufl was going on,]ndithd1:1rntes statement
for fleet Street, thc left press and the flnarchist papers and groups.
lue alscainel tr H?lTU¥V“ lees? rheionttt rnnllect nnnurv for :aui'visit"tnrr

-.3 1"<. 5
I.-*' } -,, r 1 1imprisanro ccerados. he tau u hell of a 19? to do.

'ilu“ rnisti tlrsu' Paar; id1=t1 err htnarii tiutt '%tLn1ri; fliri", zurvcvinri l ciichi't'
ilunv, had lawvrzixiestrwiinitsidc iceakni. Jcdcilnnni held inttmmnniicado
lrw*_fire rkrw= ncitroa cor@1u?'tn trans . Ectrusv ihClTtlw%T€ iknlr. hkvui~

I‘ J’

‘while lhfiIr;u+w;tung;11T raids agairen';nurnfiri9ts all round the ctnrurj
this was looting like s vitual deciarution of war by the ATS.

We published advice on hov to cope with this threat, your rights
it arrested. etc,:nni:wnnnnt'groups began to sprnnglgiln many parts
of the count r_‘~_.' t.1.a.r_ning a.ngei" and iesr ini.o I‘(;':~'-iSlI.E-1.]l.LIC?. [he I"-lFu1til"1\;j*-5l.-L';1"
group, for example, waylaid Merlin Rees {Home Secretary] and demanded
he re tease the prisoners. Meanwhile two of us in London were raided
and threatened, we publicised this through our weekly press statement
and continued to visit court. We also held a picket of hrixton prison
shouting encouragement to our friends and all the other prisoners too.
Later, because of Iris‘ prison conditions, women in London organised
their own picket also. we compiled all the information on raids, court

1 -.appearances etc. and tried to involve the solicitors in our Legal
Group. we set up other specific groups: Publications; Press Group;
and Pundraising; and were developing an effective organised campaigp...
We were using Rising Free bookshop as a sort of centre/office, as Vince
a full-time worker there, was active in the support group.

I went on holiday at the beginning of July, and it was only when
I returned that I learned about D-Day..... _ , ,,, .
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D*DAY, July 4th. l9T8

It began when one of us was walking down Upper Street at 4.30.p.m-,
"I called in briefly at Rising Free....soon after I Left, I was aware of

being followed. fThen a car pulled into the kerb and a cop with an Ih card
stepped onto the pavement in front of me; a second man came from the car and
joined.him, They pushed.me into a doorway and searched me. They asked my
name, address, age and place of birth, then radioed Criminal Records office
(CRO) to check me out. fThey refused to tell me what they were investigating
or why they had stopped.me. They said that for all they knew I was wantedi
After establishing my address and checking with CRO they let me go."
.A Persons Unknown meeting had been arranged for that evening — originally to
be held at Centerprise.

'"At 6.30. I set off to meet other people going to the meeting....At about
?.25 a group of about six of us, including Vince, set off on the North London
Line for Dalston. There had been two people watching us at Highbury whom I
now know to be ATS officers. As we left Dalston to walk towards Centerprise
we were followed and people were watching us from.all directions. We met Some
other people who told us the meeting place had been changed. We decided to
split up and go different ways and I set off with Vince.Unmarked police cars

were passing us all the time and men were standing aimlessly around wno were
obviously cops. .As we reached Dalston market five cars came round the corner
in formation. A large number of men jumped out and threw us against some
railings. They searched.us roughly then put us in two separate cars. I was
made to sit without moving, my hands on the back of the seat in.front of me.
It was 7.45.p.m, A policeman with a raised truncheon sat beside me for the
entire journey,

We were taken to Dalston police station, where the police were told that
it was "D-Day" and that they should take us to Paddington Green. Dalston was
the local Headquarters for the operation, but it appeared that this might have
been a fuck—up as some of the police seemed totally ignorant of what.they were
supposed to be doing."
When the two were taken from the cars at Paddington Green, what appeared toe
be an anti—sniper exercise was gone through — one officer got out and gave the
all-clear before they were taken into the station. The whole operation was
obviously being used as some sort of active exercise by the ATS. _

"At Paddington Vince and l were stripped and searched and that‘s the last
I saw of him. ‘My property was taken and I was placed in a cell. At l0.00.p;m
I was taken to see a doctor and given a brief examination." (This is a require-
ment under the PIA Q Bradbury was later to deny that they had been held Ufldfil
the Act.) ' .

"I was labelled 'X‘ and Vince ‘Y’, a standard practice to keep friends and
fedatives unaware of where you're being held. ‘The police said they rere going
to search my address and asked if I wanted to accompany them. I said I didn*t
Later I found they had taken some ietters and.a broken typewriter.

I was left alone in a cell until the morning, when I was g1ven.some break-
fast. At about li.3O I was taken for questioning, mainly about my poiitics.
After a few answers one of the cops commented, ‘Ah! then you are left of the
Labour partyé‘....At about 12.30 I was allowed to see a lawyer and told I
czould leave.
From comments Tlnce had heard on the police radio when they had been picked up
in Hackney it is clear that the whole support group was under surveillance., .
.After the meeilng another member was stopped, searched and.CRO'dt The impli-
cations of the whole reeration gradually became evident. The ATS had clearly

{ianned to mak, the arrest at Centerprise, probably with the object of breaking
Up the'meetint. identifying all the supporters and attempting to terrorise us.
The change of meeting plated had obviously confused them and.they were forced
to move in eardier. -

ii_ 



I was particularly upset about Vince's arrest as he was an old
friend.of mine. Trevor was arrested.three days later, allegedly with
a suitcase of guns. So now there were six. In response twenty of us
picketed the ATS headquarters at Paddington Green and I think our
campaign was having some effect at this time and helped to prevent
more arrests. With blanket ‘conspiracy‘ charges virtually anyone
could have been roped.in. t

Campaigning
'\

.Although the number of raids decreased, surveillance, mail inter-
ception and bugging of phones continued and groups outside London -
faced harrassment. The security at Lambeth was stepped up.

1Most of us were fairly inexperienced.in the ways of campaigning
against courts, prisons and the police, but we were learning fast.
We'd grown to about 20-25 supporters active in some way, and.as we
began.to understand the system we faced the early paranoia and con-
fusion eased.

We began to discuss soe of the issues on our minds. For example,
as revolutionaries we all refuse to be judged by the State, and this
is why we never at any stage claimed the defendants were either ‘in-
nocent‘ or ‘guilty‘. But we had to fight a legalistic battle for
the sake of the defendants who had no wish to be martyrs. It became
obvious that we, as a support group, had to develop our own_ip;,
dependent existence to be really effective. ‘

Initially we had.made demands such as ‘Scrap conspiracy laws, the
PTA and.the ATS‘, ‘Free the Anarchists‘ but these were, to say the
least, unrealistic; and anyway, why make demands of the State? So
our aims shifted to: I

* legal support and.welfare of the defendants
* exposing what was happening, especially the ATS and their

use of conspiracy laws and.the PTA
* analysing the motives behind the State's activity and likely

_ future trends.
By this time we were quite a well—known and respected.campaign,

but were unable to get much.positive support or action outside the
anarchist and libertarian movements, which responded very well.
The most sympathetic seemed to be those who shared some of our ex-
periences - the ABC Official Secrets campaign, Friends of Astrid Proll
Irish republican.groups and others involved in opposition to legal and.
police repression. At the same time we realised that the Left was
mostly uninterested in the.ATS activities, preferring to concentrate
on Nazi groups, and for this reason we leafletted the Brixton Anti-
Nazi carnival with a leaflet called "What about State Fascism?", and
30-40 people joined us to demonstrate outside the prison that day.

We had to put a lot of pressure to get anything in the Left press
(with the notable exceptions of Time Out, Newsline, Peoples News
Service and.soe community papers). Anarchist papers and groups
took up the case fully. Need I add that our efforts to interest the
National press were by this time a total waste of energy.

We increased our production of badges, leaflets and posters, and
or anised ”umble sales and concerts to raise money Graffitti wasg J , . -
important as weily We also held pub1ic;meetings in London and spoke

£-
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at others organised by local support groups in a dozen-other towns.
I myself spoke about ‘State Security‘ at a meeting with.Robin Cook

IMP held by Liverpool Persons Unknown. We began to publish an in— S
ternal bulletin for supporters around the country.

Groups were publishing their own material and.organising fund-
raising activities and.concerts. This gave us all courage in London
and.also showed the pigs that they had failed.to intimidate the
Anarchist movement. lmeanwhile news of our case was reaching con-
cerned groups abroad and in five or six countries.Anarchists organ-
ised solidarity protests outside British Embassies and Tourist Offices.

The routine work and meetings took up most of our time and the lack
of money and.a proper office were always problems, ones that we never
resolved. The group settled at around.twelve members by September
and we even had a little time to eat and.1augh together during our
Sunday ‘work-ins‘. Too much pressure drives you up the wall sometimes!

At this time I was answering the mail daily, helping to do press
statements and.sometimes going to court Thursday mornings. I was
visiting Ronan in prison once a week, which.was important as we
wished to involve the prisoners and their opinions in the campaign,
and break down the isolation of being inside. ~

In a letter to us from prison, Ronan wrote:
"...tAs to what the group should define itself as, I have only
one stipulation — that I be supported as an anarchist, and that
no attempts be made to play down my anarchism.
.....I see our arrests as not simply an attack on the anarchist
‘movement but an attack on the left in general. If they can get
away with this, the position of the left versus the State will
be greatly weakened. Solidarity, not sectarianism, will be what
sees a successful campaign through."
‘The prisoners themselves were discussing the forthcoming trial

and.the campaign, and.for a number of reasons Stuart Carr in a
letter to us, disassociated himself from Persons Unknown and.the
other five defendants. This caused confusion both"withinlthe group
and to our supporters, but was precipitated both by p011tlC&1 dif-
ferences and different legal situations, making a collective defence
possible only for the five.
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Bail and Committals I

The court was the focus of our activity as the ATS case began
to be shifted and weakened.under pressure from the defence. A
massive ‘terrorist conspiracy with bombs‘ had become robberies and
"we renewed our campaigning for bail. To our surprise and joy Trevor
"was released on September 28th, but had to live outside London with
his parents so couldn't join us. We felt that Iris‘ situation was
the most urgent so began to publicise this particularly. Incredibly
tenough she was freed on October 26th. and joined.us straight away,
full of energy. '

Around this time surveillance of our meetings increased.and one
-comrade had his car broken into and.the address pages of his diary
ripped out. I myself was arrested.at Lambeth for scrawling Anarchist
signs on the court door - c‘est la vie,_c‘est la guerrel We rushed
around to get sureties for the other defendants and Vince was at
last freed on December llth. I was glad to see him again and he
joined us and resumed work at Rising Free.

Some of the problems which we'd sorted out earlier now came to the
fore again - the independence of Persons Unknown from the legal de-
fence, combining reformist and revolutionary politics, relationships
within the group. But we laid these aside in the need to organise
publicity around.the committals on December 21st.

The Committal date was altered three times, which undermined our
plans, but in the week.leading up to it we leafleted the five London
prisons every day with a special leaflet supporting the struggles of
all prisoners against the prison system. This was enthusiastically
received by the vast majority of visitos, and.even solicitors and
social workers,rmnnr of whom took the leaflets inside to show the
prisoners. I felt this was the most constructive action we had taken
However, the next day's ‘national demonstration‘ in London was a p
disaster, and depressed us all. It was our own fault for lack of_
publicity and planning, but was rescued a little by a group of people
going down to Fleet Street and occupying the office of the Chief
Editor of the Daily Telegraph (an.especially nauseating source of‘
propaganda against us). ' “'

tTaff was granted bail on 2lst,_but due,to.ATS intimidation of y
sureties didn't get out of Brixton until March lst." By this time _;
‘we were all frankly exhausted. This, combined with the lack of the-I
remand hearings to focus on, led to less regular meetings and we I
failed to campaign effectively against the blatant victimisation of
Ronan. His mother had twice come over at great expense from Belfast
as surety, but to no avail. Both she and Ronan were disheartened, ‘
and.so were we. I" I " ‘ " ‘I I“

-\. 1- . ' I I . Ir. -M - I -

‘0n—top of this, interest in the case ceased in the Left and capital-
ist press, and.it was hard to maintain our London—based group over the
seven or eight months to trial as members involved themselves in other
activities. The defendants began to meet regularly to prepare their
defence, and five or six of us decided to produce this pamphlet;~ It»
‘wasn't until the trial loomed up a month or two away that we came to-
gether as a whole group once more.

. _fl-
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Some Conclusions about our Campaign

Facing such a well organised.and.equipped enemy as the apmed police,
the legal and prison systems and the capitalist press has been no easy
task. We have been attacked from all sides.

On our part, we have had.many strengths and weaknesses. We have
given a great deal of support to the arrested comrades, financial,
legal, while in prison and.also taking the onus off them as individuals,
making it a.collective fight back. tWe have undoubtedly had nnrmn?irr-
fluence over the course of events, inside and.0utside court..

We have alerted the Anarchist movement and the libertarian left to
some extent, to the nature of the ATS and its attack, but the job of
publicising the case to people in general has proved too vast for us
The capitalist press put £1 police line, sensationalise or, like the
Left, ignore what is happening, and there do not yet exist enough
widely-read libertarian papers to counterbalance this. The local
support groups aid greatly such a campaign, but our information_and
litereature from London hasn't really been good enough - for example
we've never produced a short general leaflet for mass distribution,

The criminalisation of political activity affects the Left, but
they have little instinct forruiposing the increased militarisation
of the State, and are generally reformist and stuck in the legal/it
illegal rut anyway. Independent groups and campaigns who share our
anti-authoritarian ideas or our experiences at the hands of the law
have been a “support all along. I ‘ , I

— Activity has to be complemented by discussion about what is being
done to have the best effect. Difficult problems such as reform vs.
revolution, whether to pander to journalists, whether to take direct
action [like the George Davis campaign) have to be-resolved, and not
by default. At the same time, the ways in which we organise and our
relationships always need to be improved, so as to be efficient and
also sensitive to each other. ,After the initial months of crisis
which brought us all together, personal and political differences
became apparent. There was a need to resolve these and develop a I
collective identity for Persons Unknown. Because of the complex-
ities of the case and the constant new developments we often had dif-
ficulty in sharing accurate information effectively. Likewise with
"fire many and differing tasks which were being done, it is hard to
involve new people in the campaign unless there is a clear collective
spirit. j

To oppose the British State requires organisation, resources and
understanding of what you are doing. A specific campaign can only
do so much but can only be successful if we have the means to in-
fluence people and-a base for revolutionary ideas and activities —
local Anarchist groups, prisoners‘ support groups, papers, centres,
etc; These have to be created now. The only defence against the
State, and totalitarianism all over the world, is a growing, in-
croasingly organised, libertarian resistance. We hope to continue
to contribute to that.

|.. . -1- J,

we wish to recognise the work done by all the support groups,
lIlLllV.l(1U[1lS_Ell1Ll,I'){j,p0l"S who‘ve aided the campaign.
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THE LREALITY-t     
  Survival in Prison

One of the worst things about being a prisoner on remand is the ‘
psychological anxiety caused by waiting for one's future to be determined.i
As anarchists, we donit accept the State's definition of legality and. _
illegality but because the ultimate result is dependent on the trial, ~~
all of us are compelled to go along with the whole humiliating charade .s s s
of pleading and.defending our innocence and.putting our lives on parade.
I wish I had the courage to go into court and tell them that I don't s s
accept that they have any legal, moral and especially political right
to put anyone into the position of the accused and that I don't accept
their right to ‘administer justice‘. But the 10 to 15 year prison
sentence which would be the likely outcome of such behaviour reminds us 'i
that although they don't have the right to put us on trial, they have
the power to do so.;. 1 . s

INTERROGATION     
I

‘I

When each of us was arrested, we were taken to Paddington Green Polices
Station, the headquarters of the Anti-Terrorist Squad. Paddington is a
modern, obtrusive, multi-storied building off the Edgware Road. There is
an.underground tunnel from Paddington to Liverpool Street that is used
for mail and.security purposes. (What a convenient place to get rid of
"undesirables" when it finally comes to that...) Upon arrival,rwe"were;.
put into cells then taken to a room for questioning that was even smaller
than a cell. ,The whole atmosphere of the questioning room is designed to
intimidate and.frighten people. The whiteewalled cubicle contains a desk -
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and 4 chairs; at least three officers, Sometimes more, were present for the
questioning which consisted mainly of the police asking us questions about
our politics. Initially, they refused us access to any lawyers, sometimes
they got heavy, threatened.us, and told.us lies about ourselves. We were
held for two to three days before being charged and taken to Briiton ex-
cept Stuart Carr who was held incommunicado for 5 days (no one knew he had
been arrested) and Vince Stevenson who was held for 6 days before being
charged. Due to the fact that Vince was snatched fro the street on his
way to a Support Group meeting, friends immediately contacted a solicitor
who was not allowed to see Vince until the third day. ‘Vince"was subjected
to a mild form of torture when.he was in Paddington — the light was on in
his cell all night and he was consistently woken up and threatened. For
the sir days he was held, he was unable to even wash his face, and he was
taken on only two five—minute walks handcuffed to an ATS officer.

In Northern Ireland, even more intense methods of sleep deprivation are
used regularily along with other methods of both psychological and.physical
torture [such as hooding and beatings, etc.) in an attempt to break the
victim. A lot of research (generally financed by the CIA) is carried out
by the State is order to perfect sophisticated methods of interrogation.
Due to unsatisfactory results, the State resorts to brutal physical force
to obtain admissions (which are generally false, made under duress) and p
verballing, a process by which police write up interviews with the accused,
inserting false statements aimed.at making the victim.appear guilty. Thus,
when at the trial the accused states that he did not say these things and
that the police are liars, his past record is brought up before the jury.
When this is done, it is the po1ice's words against the defendant's, and
the jury is generally biased.and tends to believe the police, thus incrim-
inating the defendant. Despite the Royal Commission's allegations that
the law favours the accused (right to silence, etc.) it is obvious that
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the police have a hundred waystni fixing things that can incriminate the
defendant e such as torturing to obtain "confessions", the planting of
evidence, verballing, etc. Although the Robbery Squad and other branches -
of the police force have come under iegal attack recently for such cor-
ruption, it is obvious that they will continue to use such methods in order
to put more people in prison. - , " "

CATEGORY ‘A‘ CLASSIFICATION

F The initial procedure of being put into prison is shocking, especially
for those who have never been there before. One is taken to reception,
told to strip and to give the officers all of one's possessions; then
one TBCEIVES a prison number and ‘browns’, a prison uniform. One is then
taken to a cell. We were all classified as Category-K prisoners thich
meant that we were to be subjected to a stricter regime and tighter secur-
ity than other prisoners. Category A is a security classification applied
to those whose possible escape is claimed, by the authorities, to he highly
dangerous to the public, the police or the security of the State. This
was applied to us because of our politics. At hrixton, the men were put
into the A security wing with about 40 other men whose charges ranged from
conspiracy to armed robbery,;murder and large scale theft. For Iris, being
Category A meant being put in an isolated wing all on not own with no asso-
ciation with any male prisoner. She was one of the rare cases of : woman
being held in Brinton, a men's prison; she was in solitary confinewent until
Astrid.Proll and Khouloud Moghrabi were remanded there 3 months later.

Remand prisoners are allowed one visit a day and a specific quantity
of food, fags, money which visitors generally bring in. he all looked
forward to visits as it gave us our only contact with what was goinfl on
outside. Yet often the prison authorites tried to confuse things thich
in the long run would only wind us up more — the thing is to try not to
let is show as we weren't going to give an inch to those sadistic tmstards.
Often visitors would come and be turned away for no reason, or the) would
be told we had already had a visit. Being Cateogry A meant the police
vetted all the visitors. If friends were refused, no excuse was given.
.All visits were conducted in.a small room.holding 4 tables and guarls were
always within hearing distance. The biggest problem was getting political
literature. Depending on the screws moods, political literature was often
refused or censored in the mail with no explanation given. when we com-
plained to the govenor, a few things were let through.but the whole pro-
cedure was absurd and illogical — it was obvious what they were trying to
do... Letters often disappeared or were not accounted for and once a
letter from the Support Group was not let through because Persons Unknown
is not an identifiable person! I ~

On two occasions Ronan.was put into solitary confinement or ‘on the
fblock‘, once for refusing to change his cell after he had just decorated
it, another time for telling the.screw to fuck off because he told Ronan
not to wave at his solicitor through the window. hhen Trevor joined in
Ronan‘s protests on the_first occasion, he also was put on the block.
When a remand prisoner is put into solitary confinement, he is not allowed
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Prison:
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any food from the outside, he is denied all association with the other
prisoners and he cannot have a radio in his cell. Ronan was put through
this disgusting treatment twice for two—week;periods each for the;most
petty reasons by the screws.
woven AS CATEGORY A IN BRIXTON  

Iris's conditions at Brixton were quite different from the men's.
From.the beginning of her imprisonment in May, 1978, she had been
singled out for the harshest treatment and the most obvious harrass-
yment the prison authorities could invent. When she was fist imprisoned,
she was denied.vists completely, even with her Mother. When visits
cwere finally granted, there were at least two screws listening closely
to her conversations and.censoring her if she even mentioned.her conditions
She was strip searched before and after each visit - a humiliating treat-
ment that was reserved only for women. Eventually, after:many protests
by her co-defendants, the Support Group and herself about being held
in solitary confinement, she was granted three concessions. Firstly,
she was allowed to watch television 2 hours a day in lieu of association;
secondly, she was able to write to Ronan and he to her, although they had
to pay postage even though it was within, the same institution; and
thirdly, she was granted one l5 minute a week visit with Ronan on the
basis of common law husbandewife.

When Khouloud Moghrabi was remanded to Brixton in August, Iris could
no longer watch television but was allowed association with Khouloud
which was difficult considering Khouloud couldn't speak.English. When
.Astrid Proll was brought in in September, the three women were not allowed
to associate together at the same time. Below is a letter Iris wrote to
the Support Group describing the absurd treatment:

Dearrfriends,

...As far as being ‘a trois' (referring to the two other women)
it doesn't really work out like that I fear! We three very danger-
ous women are not allowed out of our cells together. Don't ask me
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why when T Cat.'A‘ men are allowed to associate. Ihey must have
made up a new-set of rules for us. he are all complaining about it.

It seems that I get less association the more people there are!
When I was by myself I was unlocked fer a further two hours in the
evening to watch television, so I was ‘out’ for about 8 hours a day,
though it was pretty pointless as I had no one to talk to.

When Khouloud came they stopped the television — so we got 6 hours
a day. Now there is someone else hereI've got about 3 hours! I just
hope no one else comes or they might as well throw away the key.

As far as I'm concerned, conditions have got worse. They seem to
have taken it into their heads that I have become a dangerous person
— I don't know why. I'm really living a Jekyll and Hyde existance.
I know I am.a quiet kind of person yet they treat m6.llk€ a homicidal
imaniac. For example, I‘m not allowed my knitting or my typewriter in
my cell, they say I might use them against them as dangerous weapons.
It's quite ridiculous- I'm only allowed to associate in my associa+'
tion period and as that has been cut down so drastically, I have no
time hardly to io them. I would still like to try to get to Holloway
- I really don't see how I can be any worse off.
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The fact that the prison authorities invented a whole new set of rules
for the three women being held.in Brixton reflects how the State treatsf E
p011tlLH1 prisoners - although it claims not to differentiate;betweenppf;’,_ if
political and social prisoners. With male political prisoners,§solitary>‘?
confinement and Category YA‘ classification is inevitable. ;With"women€
political pTlfifiH6?S, the State has a more difficult time reconciliating
the fact that women don't live up to their alloted roIes?of”passivity, p
or tnat they have done something which cannot be cured with psychiatric ii,

help Women's prisons in Britain mainly represent confined hospitals ,§;;*
1t} psychiatric facilities; the conception that women piisoners are ‘sick’

and need treatment lv’llE‘lT_I!i.-'l.S male prisoners are 'bad‘ and need pL1IllSl1IIlE!1'l§|i§§-_;?'
refl ts the sexist way the State views criminal activity; But when aopen
hecomr politicized, they are isolated from.the;mainstream§of social,s§w'
prisoners - as shown in the cases of Iris, Astrid and Khouloud. Thpfhd
treatment that these thrt; aumen got while being held in Brixton waseeven
m0‘e degrading and humiliating than the disgusting yreatment receified by ,,
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DECATEGORIEATIOH

In .lanuary, the remaining two in l%r'1:~;to11, Tail" and lionan, were *=._l.ecate-
gorised' s they were moved from the high security wing they tad been held- _ , x , 1for 9 months to ‘A’ wing of Erixton. The move was in line to dnsevphas
site‘ the political nature of the charges iwhile retaining the defendants
political beliefs as the heart of the prosecution ease) but 11 could equal
ly represent an attempt to isolate them llom the top security prisoners
so as to avoid any further development of solidarity.

In ‘A’ wing, p:;.1radee;j-c.a.lly, the c:.;:11<_ii1.ious dc-terjo1':l1tetl. "l:;*.{'l‘ w.@.s
finally released on bail and honan was lell having to share u cell, thus
leaving him little privacy to prepare his own defense. lhr ionditions
outside the Category in‘ remand section Alt known to he unbearably orcr~
crowed and for the ii months l?ionan must spend m these condll ms l.1efr.::-1'e
being tried is obviously detrimental to his health, both physically and
1rsvchologicall}n lhr1flwe time ttw1r;enr_is heard, Hrvculzalll wire beer is
prison for almost J5 months — an lhrredlhl} long time Ior arv one to or
held as :1 remand pri:~.;oner.

loans the heginning_cd5lihs internment, ttwwm lac lvvva t Hsllfil limit»
ment over hooks, reading materials. ‘ i. Yuhlications by imuesty lutrr
national were refused on unknown grounds und.1t was only after protests
Hy.Amnesty to the Home Secretary that Hanan was allowed to receive ties.
Hisimail has been withheld, includinj u Chh calendar from the Chairman,
Eruce Rent. When Ronan protested about a chess hook being H lhhclu Hfld
told it would have to go through an educational source, he was put of
punishment and his defense papers were refused for up to ten days. fie

_|.IT| -I-+ fa.

has been refused visits with some people and even visits with his solleltei
have been cancelled due to 'mistakes‘ by the prison authorities, res ltlng
in dilficulties in preparing his case. although he wag allowed to use 1
t1fl:=ew*'"r'itt*1' as. at Cat. ‘ii’ prisoner, lie is not allowed to 1.2:-1e =1 £.Ll'l}'lllC'E‘r_" on

-~ * -' ' ' _ .' ' -. . . ~.- _- '1 "'11"the grounds that if he has 11.1 lll lms posse._+s~s1o11 it ma} Iv s’(~__-lrfll Ii mi. }ll']|{-
{ha visits, one feels like an object on a production JJHP ‘ “ lens T3h1T
seiarates visitors from prisoners, and the noisy atmosphere makes if Y1T*l . -
tually impossible to carry on a reasonable conversation. and lor 15 minutes
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Some of the filthy conditions for remand.prisoners:

---there are two 1IOil€'t5 for use by 80 men
———there are five showers for use by l5O men [resulting in 2 showers at best

per week, generally with cold water)
———the statutory one hour exercise per day is limited to periods varying

_ from 30 to 45 minutes.
———prisoners are locked up for at least 22 hours per day {the 2 free hours

designed for association are taken up with visits, exercise, slop out)
—-—there is no proper work, educational or recreational facilities so that

a prisoner spends his time being bored, unconstructive as the thought
of his forthcoming trial eats away at his sense of balance.

THE TRIPS TO COURT
'Until the commitals on December 3lst., we had to appear at Lambeth

magistrates Court every Thursday. This meant being taken downstairs at

_ 

Briaton and put into a special police carrier. Each of us was locked into
a small cubicle where there was nothing to hold on to. The van moves very
fast and is accompanied by several speeding police cars, sirens on, threat-
ening atmosphere. The small windows inside the carrier were darkened and
thus it was virtually impossible to see out; the erratic driving threw us
against the walls and made us completely defenseless and frightened.about
being injured if the van tipped over. Apparently there have been several
accidents in the past involving prison carriers where prisoners have been
hurt; Although we all complained and our solicitors brought it up in court
no one authority would take responsibility. After the sickening journey in
the van, we were handcuffed from the van to the court and dragged.by KTS
thugs to the cells beneath the court. On several occasions, especially
after we protested in court about our treatment, we were handcuffed [hands -
at back) in the van the whole way back to Brixton. Not only being terribly
uncomfortable, we were absolutely defenseless should the van be involved
in an accident. after over sis months of the tedious, dangerous rides
in the prison carrier, we were glad the court appearances had stopped and
we look forward to when this whole business is over...

After the initial shock of being arrested wears off, the degrading
situation of the ultimate powerlessness of being in prison.makes us even
more aware oi the inner and hatred we feel towards class societ _
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You don't possess me
Don't impress me
Just upset my mind
Can't instruct me or conduct me
Just use up my time
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